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" P h illip s p h o n o g r a p h . ’
There are lively times at the Moun
tain View just now. There! are over
30 boarders there, at Kimball’s, and
OTIS M MOORE, Editor and Proprietor.
more coming this week.
H. P. Dill is having a fine cottage
built at Greenvale. Bert Lamb is do
Abstract from Fish and Game Laws
ing the work.
Mr. Packard says there is no one at
L andlocked S almon , T rout and T ogue .— Close
Indian Rock.
time from Oct. ist to M ay ist, excepting on St. Cioix
and tributaries, and waters in Kennebec County,
There is quite a crowd going to
where close time is from Sept. 15th to May ist. Also
on certain streams around Rangeley Lakes from July
Panmachenee
to-day and some to
ist to May ist. Penalty $30 and $1 for each Fish
Kennebago.
taken. R.
Sem 48 and 49.
4
. . . .S.. Chap. 40, Sec.
B lack B ass and W hite P erch .— C lose time from
We have a new fish and moose
April ist to July ist. Penalty $30 and $1 for each
Fish.
Warden, C. Soule. I think that they
S almon .— Close time in tide water from April ist
will get all the jack-hunters in wardens,
to July 15th. May be taken with single baited hook
and line and artificial flies from April ist to Sept. 15th.
then they can go on the same as ever ;
No nets to be used above tide water at any time, ex
but we think that the wardens will
cept the ordinary landing net. Penalty $50. R. S.
Chap. 40, Sec. 42.
bear
a little watching at the same time.
L andlocked S almon , T rout and T ogue not to
be sold, exposed for sale or transported, between Oct.
There are but a few that fish from
ist and May ist. Nor Black Bass or White Perch
the Mountain View.
between April ist and July 1st. Landlocked Salmon
and Trout not to be transported except in possession
Some of our landlords think the law
of the owner. Over 30 lbs of both not to be caught
is about right on sending fish home,
for the purpose of transportation by any one person
at any one time. Landlocked Salmon less than nine
as they can catch their own feed now.
inches and Trout less than five inches in length, not
w
~
1
(gy '
r T T e l ’ T '* ' 9
allowed to be taken at any time. Landlocked Salmon,
Mr. Harmon is back at Lake Point
Trout, Togue, Black Bass and White Perch not to be
Cottage. Joseph Lamb is there for
taken at any time, except in the ordinary mode of
boulder, will disbelieve that those sev embankment and undermining
angling with single baited hook or artificial flies.
that of a surety he taketh nothing he can guide. The big trout will have to
All other methods prohibited. Penalty $50 dollars. eral parts w’ere at some time in the side of the boulder?
suffer now.
R. S. Chap. 40. Secs. 52, etc.
Boats, Nets, Imple
not reach.
— ------T- jused, ana ail Fish,‘Ttaken
P ‘ in violation
‘i' T^ 1past,
iuents.
material?*
1
> one complete
, 1
, whole, and that at
•
Doubtless some who may see these
It has been rainy and cool the past
8.— He fireth his minie-rifle at midof law, arc forfeited, and may be siezed. R. s. chap, the place where they now are, 1 MS
week.
C al.
4°SrEnA7L L.UVS now in force on Rangelev Lakes allowed, then arises the inquiry, How,
could there come a stream over the
and Tributaries. Close time for Landlocked
.....
and formed into line, when lo !
John S. Danforth is improving fine
indlocked Salmon
ancJ
py what
vvhat force were thev
sevewprl
?
and
by
they
severed
French mountain?” Were I to be mess comes bearing in a nice porker,
and Trout in the Kennebago, Rangeley, Cupsuptuc,
ly and will soon be able to visit the
Mooselucmaguntic, Mollychunkainunk, Welokeneba- This we cannot know for a certainty,
called upon to answer such a question which he declares so resembles a se- outside of the world.
cook Lakes and streams flowing into same, from Oct.
but
we
may
draw
inferences.
ist to May ist. Spawn not to be used for bait at any
I should only say, I do not know.
Fishing has not played out on the
time. Penalty $10 for attempt and $i for each fish
To those who may hereafter visit There are very many mysterious things cesh, that a wise precaution led
so taken.
pull the trigger.
big Lake. Mr. Pendergast, of Boston,
No fish to be taken in the Rangeley Stream, South this place and care to theorize upon in this world, too deep for the human
9. — He giveth the provost-marshalwith A. Storer, guide, caught (in front
Bog Stream, Bemis Stream,or the Cupsuptuc Stream, questions anywise like those above
mind to penetrate. Maj. Dill, of your no small trouble, often capturing
between the foot o f the first falls and its source, from
of Mooselookmeguntic House, Aug.
the first day of July to the ist of May. Nor in the suggested, I would beg leave to offer place, and I, witnessed in the moun
4th,) three trout of the following
Kennebago Stream between the foot of first falls, near
guard and possessing himself
a
few
thoughts
and
suggestions.
I
its junction with
WICII the
LHC Rangeley
ixun^cicy Stream,
oiicAiu, and
tutu the
i.iiv. upper
tains of California things quite as mys city.
weights : one, 5 y , one 7 V±, one 9
falls at the outlet of Kennebago Lake, from the ist would have them examine the several
terious as the hypothisis I here hint
day o f Sept, to the ist day o f J r
"
*
J. F. Manadier, Henry Fuller,
10. — At such times, lager and pretlbs.
parts
of
this
rock
critically
;
in
so
do
and
iu 4*1
$i for
ior each
eacii nsn.
fish
at. If my theory relative to that big zels flow like milk and honey from his guide, on the same day and same Lake,
Mink, Beaver, Otter, Sable, Musk-Rat and Fisher ing I believe they will be fully satisfied
stone is not satisfactory, let some one generous hand; he giveth without caught ten trout aggregating 27 lbs.
not to be destroyed between May ist and Oct. 15th.
that they were at one time united, and suggest one more plausible.
Penalty, $10 each.
stint to his comrades. Yea, and withDucks not to be killed except on the Sea Coast
______________" R.
from May ist to Sept, ist; then only with fire-arms. that the eastern part retains the same
B. F. E a s t m a n .
holdeth not from the lank, expectant
Partridge and Woodcock not to be killed between position that it did before the separa
Boys and Birds.
Dec. ist and Sept. ist. Quail and Pinnated Grouse
Hoosier of the Indiana 24th.
not to be killed or sold or exposed fi#r sale, during the tion, and that the western parts have
[For the Phonograph.
11.
—
The
grunt
of
a
pig
or
the
months of Sept., Oct. or November, except for con fallen away from it.
So far I think
The increase of insect pests within
sumption as food within the state.
Penalties $10
Relic of the War.
crowing of a cock awaketh him from
there will be no difference of opinion.
each.
ten
or fifteen years is not so strange
the soundest sleep, and he sauntereth
Larks, Robins, Swallows, Sparrows and Orioles not
to be kilied at any time. Penalty $5. Nests, Eggs, Now then for the cause of the sepa
The following bit of literature, writ forth until halted by the guard, when when we consider the thinning out of
or unfledged young of any wild bird, except Crows, ration.
Some may imagine that this ten to relieve camp-life, has just come
our small birds by hawks, crows, and
Hawks and Owls, not to be taken or destroyed. Pen
he instantly clappeth his hands upon
the shooting, egg-robbing boys. The
alty*.jiio. No person shall transport any of the birds took place at the time of the cruci again to light.
It
is
called
“
Chroni
his
bread-basket
and
the
guard
lookherein named during the period when the killing of fixion of our adorable Redeemer.
I cles of the Kansas ist” :
fact that small birds live on the farm
the same is prohibited. Penalty $5.
eth with pity and allovveth him to pass
S unday C lose T ime .— N o person shall hunt, kill am as firm a believer in divine revela
er’s
insect foes is so well known as to
1. — Man that is born of woman,
to the rear.
or destroy any game or birds on Sunday. Indians
be
recognized
by our laws, which for
are liable to the foregoing penalties the same as other tion and miracles, perhaps, as a ma and enlisteth as a soldier in the Kan
12. — No sooner hath he passed the
persons.
jority of mankind ; but I think it un sas ist, is of few days and short of ra
sentry’s beat, than he striketh a bee bid the killing of the birds; but no
wise to look for miracles where natural tions.
line for the nearest hen roost, and one cares to make himself appear
causes can be reasonably applied.
2. — He cometh forth at revrilie, andseizing a pair of plump pullets, return- spiteful by enforcing the law, and the:
The Big Rock.
Let us see if a natural theory can is present also at retreat; yea, even at
wholesale slaughter goes on.
be found in this case. When these tattoo, and retireth apparently at taps. eth, soliloquising to himself— “ The
In Farmington boys not large enough
P o r t l a n d , Aug. 2d, 1883.
noise of a goose saved Rome.
parts constituted a whole, it was un
to carry a gun are encouraged to “ col
M r . E d i t o r :— 1 am not surprised
3. — He draweth his rations from the
much
more
the
flesh
of
a
chicken
lect” eggs— not one of each kind—
that the big boulder on the farm of doubtedly partially imbedded in earth, commissary and devoureth the same. serveth the soldier !”
but as many as possible of any kind ;
Mr. Dennis Daggett, of Phillips, has on all sides, and when this embank He striketh his teeth against much
13.
—
He
playeth
euchre
with
the
excited a marked interest in the com ment was removed from the northerly hard bread and is satisfied. He filleth parson and by dexterously turning a and the boys of a certain boarding
munity, and that many have been in and westerly sides and undermined, his canteen with aqua-pura and clap- jack from the bottom astonished him. school have made themselves a nui
sance by their efforts to strip barns of
duced to visit the place of late to view the parts left unsupported, were by peth the mouth thereof upon the bung
14.
— And many other marvelous
the swallow’s eggs about them in cases
with admiration this ponderous mass their own specific gravity, drawn away of a whiskey-barrel and after a little things doeth he, and lo ! are they
where farmers wished to protect their
of rock.
Doubtless many who go to from the main and the heavier part re while he goeth away rejoicing in his already written in the morning
maining imbedded in earth, dividing strategy.
allies in the war against insects. It is
see it, do so only on account of its
of Co. G . ?
D r o ll F ello w .
where natural seams existed in the
probably the same all over the State,
4. — Much soldiering hath made him Freeman, July 24, 1883.
enormous magnitude.
But in the
rock. Allowing this to be so, it may sharp ; yea, even the legs of his pants
and it would seem that parents should
minds of a portion of its beholders
then be asked how was the earth re are in danger of being cut through.
possess sense enough not to en
there is doubtless awakened a series
Rangeley Lake Items.
moved from these sides ?
courage boys in this foolish and un
5-— He covenanteth with the cred
of inquiries relative to it, something
Let the inquirer take a stand a few ulous farmer for many chickens and
sportsmanlike pastime. Teachers, too,
like the following:
Whence came
R angeley L akes, Aug. 6th, 1883.
rods up hill from the stone, facing to much honey and milk, to be paid in
can say a word for the birds if they
this gigantic boulder? Was it made
Mr. Moore, Dear Sir .— I have
wards it, and you will see that the earth ten days, and lo ! his regiment moveth
will, instead of advising the robbing of
where it lies ? If not, what brought it
lived
here
eleven
years,
fishing
most
is excavated several feet deep from the on the ninth day, and is seen in those
nests, as some do. This may seem a
here? Was it the universal flood? Or
of the time in fishing season, and I
rock
back up hill-side and around and diggings no more forever.
small matter, but if the quarts of eggs
was it brought during the glacial pe
never
knew
k
better
at
this
time
o
f
the
down the western side and so on be
6. — His tent is filled with potatoes,year than it has been the past two “ collected" by boys could have been
riod ? Or was it a particle of the ex
allowed to hatch and increase by nat
cabbages, turnips, krout and other del weeks.
ploded planet from which the asteroids low.
Last Saturday Mr. Ashton
ural laws, we might have had a mighty
I submit, does it not look as though icate morsels which abound not in the
were made, having been hurled at such
caught one weighing 8 y2 lb s.; an
army fighting insects for us, whose
a distance as to come within the a strong current of water had come commisary department,
other party caught one 6, one 5, two
melody would make our fields and
7. — And many other things not in
earth’s attraction and dropped here nishing down the hill, dashing against
4 lbs., and a number smaller, on the
woods ring and whose labor would fill
on the French Mountain ? Be these this gigantic obstruction, bounded the return, and the which never will big Lake.
the farmer’s pocket-book.
things as they may, I presume no one back, tearing up the earth, sweeping return ; yet for a truth, it must be said
C. T. Richardson has a house near
around
the
western
side,
removing
the
of
the
soldier
of
the
Kansas
ist,
that
One of the Boys.
who has taken particular notice of this
ly full of sportsmen.
Farmington, Aug. ist.
P U B L IS H E D E V E R Y F R ID A Y .
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of the

How
pre-

not
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Tim Pond & Seven Ponds!

2d. — J H B onney, Farm ington; Miss
fairv-land through a jungle vista. A and with a shudder I bent down over
Linda,Bonney,Cam bridge ; JK Cam p, W in
post, or “ tank,” as they are called, the handles and flew on.
stead,C t; JG M organ, RHM organ & wife,
Trout Fishing & Hunting.
As I now sit quietly in my chair New B edford; M issLB artlett, Plym outh;
surrounded by dense foliage, festoon
“ Tim Pond” is a beautiful little Lake of
ed by parasitical climbing plants, glow writing I find it hard to analyze the JM Jordan and wife, Boston ; F P Adams,
T h e “ P lx o n o g r a p li. ing with flowers of every imaginable crowd of memories that went crushing E J D oyle, W L Carey, Sumner C Lang, about 1000 acres, surrounded by ereen hills
and mountains. It is full of very gamy
Trout of the finest quality, but not large.
hue ; humming birds, like fiery gems, through my brain during that fearful Portland.
O. M . M O O R E , E D I T O R .
The largest caught last year weighed 2 1-8
B ard en H o use.
flashed hither and thither, darting in ride. I saw long-forgotten events in
lbs., and the average was rather less than 1-2
28.— WMConoly, Canton, WJMorse,Port lb. They are very plenty, and anyone can
P U B L IS H E D A T P H IL L IP S , F R ID A Y S and out among the trees. On the which I had taken part rise up dis
catch all they want.
The “ Seven Ponds” are situated twelve
hank” floated water-fowl of every kind, tinctly before me ; and while every land; AARobinson, GEBanfield, Boston;
LFH oyt, Phillips; Newell Dunham, Range- miles farther back in the woods among the
and the banks were alive with gor muscle was racked with my terrible ley; AThayer and son,Worcester;BSargent, mountains, reached by a buck-board road
from Tim Pond —cut through and opened
geous birds, their plumage rivaling the exertion, my mind was clear and my Madrid; Mr and Mrs W S Pitkin, Washing in
1881. These Ponds are larger, and the
flowers in brilliancy and variety of col life seemed to pass before me like one ton; AH H eath and family, New Bedford; Trout also are larger than those at Tim Pond;
and,
being so far from any settlement, have
CHHarvey, Worcester; NBKimball, Lewisor. But now the shadows were deep long panorama.
never been fished but very little-consequentton,ERussell, JBEllis, Rangeley.
ly
all
of the Ponds are full o f Trout. All
On, on, on; the slightest slip I
ening, the crimson on the mountainA RACE FOR LIFE.
29th.— P erley Eastman, Conway : AI J Sportsmen who visited them last year pro
tops had disappeared, and the cold kuew would be fatal; a sudden jolt, a Goodwin,
nounced
it the best finking in New Eng
c ity ; Wm FG arcelon and wife, land.
I was always very fond of bicyling, snow began to look gray and ghostly. screw giving, and I should be hurled L ew iston; JasW ells, Mrs H illgrove, Mrs
Game is very plenty ; and Deer are seen
M ace, Mt B lue ; D Bisbee, Auburn ; E S most every day in hot weather, as they come
and from the time when I was a small A flying fox went rustling past me and to instant death.
small herds to the water to drink.
Human strength would not stand Staples, P H Stu bbs, S trong; W J Morse, in At
boy, and labored for hours with a bone I hastily prepared to mount; for there
Tim Pond are eight good Log Cabins ;
D W A m es, Richard F lannigan; FH EIder, I think the best set of camps in Maine, and
shaker, to the days when I became is scarcely any twilight in India, and I much more ; the prolonged strain had P o rtla n d ; W A R am sey,H B S eal,JC S m art, in
the most beautiful location that 1 ever
told upon me, and I felt it would soon D eerin g; S W L aw ton , Skow hegan; A W found in the woods. Near the camps is a
the proud possessor of one of the first knew it would soon be dark.
spring of soft, mire cold water. The cabins
As I rose, my eyes encountered be all over. My breath came in thick Adams, W insted, Ct.
bicycles ever manufactured, I reveled
are supplied with a good berth for bed. with
31
st.—
Phillip
W
elch,Farm
ington
Falls
;
sobs,
a
mist
gathered
before
my
eyes
new,/resh boughs and plenty of blankets, and
something
which
made
me
start
and
in the enchanting pastime, spending
in each cabin is a small stove Near by is a
M
rs
C
H
Toothaker
and
son,
R
angeley;
— I was stopping; my legs refused to
dining-room
and a cook-room : and no
hours which should have been other nearly drop my bicycle.
E Pnillips, Anson; W S Heath, pains will be spared
to have the tables sup
There, not forty yards off was a ti move, and a thousand fiends seemed MissEfBe
wise occupied, on the back of my iron
Salem ; Frank HCollins, M abel C B ayer, plied with everything that can be obtained
that sportsmen like in the woods. I have
horse, thus putting my physical pow ger. I knew the animal well enough ; to be flitting about me, holding me B o sto n ; GH Kinsolving, Philadelphia.
good cabins now ready at the “ Seven
A ug. 1st.— M r s L E Landers, R S Y o rk , six
ers a long way ahead of my mental. but how different he looked from the back, back ! A weight like lead was
Ponds.” 1 have pood Boats at both places,
R a n g eley; Danl C lark, Laurence Garce- and my terms for Board, Camps, and Boats
on
my
chest;
I
was
choking,
I
was
lean,
half-starved
little
beast
I
had
In fact, I hated the sight of a book,
lon, W JM cG raw , Farm ington ; D C E llis, will be as low as the present times will ad
and was never happy unless scouring seen at home ! He had just come in dying. Then a few moments, which wife and daughter, Nelson Y o rk and wife, mit.
Parties buying Tickets for Smith’s Farm,
seemed
a
lifetime,
and
then—
crash—
to
the
open
space
from
a
dense
junglethe country on my bicycle. My fath
V icto r S Johnson, Boston ; T M Hunting- in Eustis, will be left at my farm, the end of
er was a doctor in a Kentish village, break, and sat there, washing his face with a roar like thunder the tiger was ton, A m esbury; JP Stevens, W W Purin- stage lines, and six miles from Tim Pond.
I keep Buck-board Teams, single and double
and having a large family, he was and purring in a contented sort of a on me and I was crushed to the ton, Portland; Humphrey Purington, to carry Passengers and baggage from farm
Topsham
;
J
a
sB
D
ill,
N
Y
;
JS
D
u
n
ell,N
ew
to
the Ponds, at reasonable rates.
way,
like
a
huge
cat.
ground.
thankful, indeed, when, at the age of
Sharon; J C D u n e ll, Skowhegan.
Parties wishing to visit these Ponds, this
Then
I
heard
shots
fired,
a
Babel
Was
I
frightened?
Not
an
atom;
season,
can engage Board, Boats, Guides,
nineteen, a commission was obtained
2d.— ChasIIW ilder, C K T ibbetts, Geo H
and Buck-board Teams, and have everything
voices, and all was blank.
Peudergast and wife, B oston; Alden in readiness on arrival of Stage, by writing
for me by a wealthy friend in a regi I had my bicycle and a start of forty of men’s
*
*
*
*
*
yards, so if I could not beat him it
Thaper, M rs A ugusta and Miss Grace in advance to
ment about to sail for India.
was a pity.
After many days of unconsciousness Dunham, M adrid; E S & F G W in ter, K ing
KENNEDY SMITH,
A grand new bicycle was my father’s
He had not seen me yet, and I and raging fever, reason gradually re field; W HGoodwin, Bridgton ; J H Har
EUSTIS, M A IN E.
parting present to me, and great was
rington, H AFurbush, W F Garcelon and
stood for another minute, admiring the turned and I learned the particulars wife, L ew iston; Wm W ilson, B roo k lyn ;
my delight at finding that another
F ir s t C la s s
handsome creature and then quietly of my deliverance.
W A Start, Cam bridge ; S F M o rrell, Harpsyoung “ sub” in my regiment was also
A party of officers had started with w e ll; S A Hoar, R a n g eley; J C D unell,
mounted (the tiger was directly on my
a bicyclist. Our bicycles were, I be
right while the road stretched away in a shikaree (or native hunter) to a trap S k ow h egan ; J S D unell, New Sharon;
lieve, the first ever seen in India; and
Thus Smith and wife, W orcester; Hiram
front of me). The noise I made which had been prepared for the tiger. Furbush, Farm ington.
as we rode together into the town,
A
goat
was
tethered
on
the
outskirts
aroused him ; he looked up, and then
some days after our arrival, one would
after deliberately stretching himself of the jungle, and the sportsmen had
have thought it was the triumphal en
came leaping with long,graceful bounds started to take up positions in the trees
try of some Eastern potentate.
over the rank grass and rocks which near to wait for their game, which the
One evening after mess Fred and I
separated him from the road. He did bleat of the goat in the stillness of
drew up and signed articles to ride a
not seem a bit angry, but evidently the night would speedily have attracted.
ten mile race.
They were talking of our coming
wanted to get a nearer view of such an
H O U S E ! ,
There was a grand native road with extraordinary object.
bicycle race as they went along, and
in a short distance of our camp, run
Forty yards, however, I thought was expecting every moment to meet me
ning away for ten miles as flat as a quite near enough for safety. The ti on my return journey. As they pass
drawing board. It lay through the ger was in the road behind me now ; ed a clump of bushes I came in sight
open plain, and then a deserted tract so I pulled myself together and began about a quarter of a mile in front of
was reached, becoming wilder as the to quicken my pace.
STABLE OPPOSITE THE
them, whirling along in a cloud of
road proceeded, and finally swallowing
OF MAINE,
Would he stop, disgusted, after the dust, which hid my terrible pursuer.
it up in an impenetrable jungle. It first hundred yards, and give up the They soon, however, saw my awful
was on this road that I intended to chase, or would he stick to it ? I quite danger. The huge brute, mad with
C. T. Kichardson, Propr.
—
H3 SJ*—
train. Bent had found a circular path hoped he wonld follow me, and al rage, hurled itself upon me just as we
I propose to keep a
around some native huts a short way ready pictured in my mind the graphic reached them.
from the station, measuring about six description I would write home of my
My friends stood almost petrified
This house has long been
laps to the mile, and here he prepar race with the tiger.
known to lake frequenters as
with terror and did not dare to fire ;
With SERVICEABLE and
S o u l e ’s C a m p
ed himself for the coming struggle.
Little did I think what a terrible but the shikaree, a man of iron nerve
is situated at the head o f MooselookAfter a week of training, we consid race it was going to be. I looked be and accustomed to face danger of all and
nieguntio Lake, com mindlng a view of N O B B Y T E A M S
ered ourselves fit for the contest; and hind me. By Jove ! he was “ sticking kinds in the hunting field, sprang great attractiveness, including the White
Mountains. T h e ‘ ‘ Big Lake,” as it is called,
To Let at Reasonable Rates.
the adventure I am about to relate oc to it.” I could not judge the distance, quickly to within a yard of the tiger, for
short, is famous for its magnificent
curred in the evening before the event but at any rate I was no further from and putting his rifle almost to the ani
ful day. I was just starting for a last him than when we started. Now for mal’s ear, fired twice and blew its
ride over my favorite course when an a spurt! I rode the next half-mile as brains out, just in time to save my life.
officer stopped me and said :
Private Parties
hard as I could, but on looking around I was drawn from the palpitating body
“ Have you heard of the tiger, Har- found I had not gained a yard.
of my dead enemy, every one present
Will be accommodated with any kind of a
vie ?”
The tiger was on my track, moving believing that it was all up with me. The Best of Spring Fishing within sight o rig at short notice. In case® Private Team
the house; Cupsuptuc Lake near at band; is desired for passengers and luggage, pur
“ N o,” I answered.
with a long, swinging trot, and going Making a litter of boughs they carried but a mile from Indian Rock, ana a short chase excursion tickets only to Phillips and
return. Parties taken to any point from Phil
“ The natives have just brought word quite as quickly as I was.
me into the camp, where I lay for walk from the shores of Rangeley Lake.
lips. Telephone orders from all points on
that a large tiger is marked down in
The tables are always supplied with the the line promptly attended to.
For the first time I began to feel many weeks lingering between life and
best the market affords, and terms reason
the jungle about ten miles from here ; anxious, and thought uneasily of the d e a t h . ______ _____
able.
Remember that I shall keep s rig for any
so don’t go too far this evening.”
and every occasion, at the Aldrich Stable,
long ten miles which separated me
t^
-T
h
is
is
the
VERY
CENTRE
o
f
the
Phillips.
37tf
H
O
T
E
L
A
R
R
I
V
A
L
S
.
“ All right,” I laughed. “ I think a from safety.
great attractions of the Lake country.
tiger would find it a difficult matter to
Postoffioe address, Richardson, Me.
E lm w ood .
However, it was no good thinking,
catch me— my training would tell on
36tf
C. T. RICHARDSON.
now ; it was my muscle and iron steed
28th.— Mr & Mrs John Dunlap, Patterson,
him.”
against the brute. I could only do N J ; RHTuttle,MissKittieLTuttle,RATuttle,
Boston.
I had not seen any large wild beasts my best and trust in Providence.
29th— ENStevens&wife, Farmington; Mrs
as yet, and my notion of a tiger was a
teamer
quossoc
Now there was no doubt about the Raymond, Misses Ada and Lyda Townsend,
thin, sleepy-looking animal, as I had tiger’s intention ; his blood was up and Boston; E S Stevens,Miss Annie M Stevens,
— AT—
once seen in a traveling menagerie. on he came, occasionally giving vent GeoDStevens,WECoughlin, Portland; Miss
Capt. F- C. BARKER, Propr,
Away I rode, my comrade’s caution to a roar which made the ground trem Portia Hillerson, Hyde Park; Miss Natha
lie A Stevens, Farmington; Jeffrey Hazard,
forgotten before I had gone a mile.
ble. Another mile had been traversed
JPIazardJr, Prov.R.I.
Lake Mooselookmeguntic
PHILLIPS, Me.
I started at a good pace, but not and the tiger was slowly but surely ECBucklin.SHHazard
July 30th.— ChasSEaton. Auburn; L S
This
house
has
recently
been
-------- AND-------racing, as I intended to do all I knew closing up.
B lack, Everett T ruett, Boston ; M issLilly
leased by the subscriber for a
term
of
years;
is
being
thorough
coming home. In about an hour I
M
Storry,
T
o
p
e
k
a,K
a
n
;
JF
M
arston
,Sam
’l
I dashed my pouch to the ground,
and will be OPEN
reached my usual stopping place, ten hoping it would stop him for a few C Lang, C D Prince, Richard Foss, P o rt T,NE 1st. lyit renovated,
is pleasantly situated in Phil
miles from camp, but this being the seconds ; but he kept steadily on, and land; F C S a y le s.J r, P aw tu cket; M B ailey, lips upper village, one-third of a mile from
These famous Camps are open to the pub
E S Hutchinson, II L Page, W ashington; the Depot, and eighteen miles from Rangelast night of my training, I made up I felt it was then grim earnest.
ParkerWPage, N Y ; C JAnthony and wife, ley Lake. Especial attractions are offered lic, and, as ever, will be kept in first-class
shape.
to
ail
seeking
Pure
Air
and
Healthful
Sports
my mind to ride another couple of
I calculated we must be about sev JPBrooks, Providence; M r s C W Foster, in Fishing and Hunting. There is an abun Steamer runs daily trips from Indian
miles, and then do the whole distance en miles from camp now, and before I Miss Gertrude Poster, E verett: Miss K I) dance of
Hock and Halos' Landing, hi connection
with Rangeley Lake Steamer.
Parker, Boston ; Mrs F M Littlefield, 0 E
back at my best pace.
could ride another four- my pursuer, I Preston, West Acton ; H EPreston, N a sh u a ;
M INERAL W ATER
Excursion trips up Cupsuptuck Lake and
I rode on and in another ten min knew, must reach me. Oh, the agony Alm ira M W illard, B oston; L e v i Connnt,
few rods from the house, containing the to various points.
properties of Lime. Iron and Sulphur. A l
utes found myself in the jungle.
For particulars, address, at Indian Rock
of those minutes, which seemed to me Littleton; M rsFSargent, Haverhill.
though no pains will be spared for the com 
Bemfs, Me.
F C. BARKER.
31st.— M QButterfield, Anoka, M in n ;H fort and convenience of the traveling pub
Now for the race home.
like long hours 1
Q
Butterfield,
O
livet,
M
ich
;
E
N
Curtis,
lic,
it
is
the
special
Intention
to
make
this
Dismounting, I oiled my machine,
Another mile passed, then another.
hotel a desirable home for Summer Board
tightened every screw, and then’ sat I could hear him behind me now— B run sw ick; W G Reed. W alduboro; F 0 ers. Terms, $<! to $10 per week according to
Conant, Cumberland ; ILMPierce, D Clnrk, location of rooms. Applicants for board or
down on a boulder to rest and enjoy pad, pad, pad, quicker and quicker, F arm ington; A M oore, Portland; Mrs entertainment will be conveved to and from
the prospect. A beautiful scene it louder and louder. I turned in my Bridges, M G D cllaw ater and wife, W W the depot free of charge. Correspondence
solicited.
C. SMART, Phillips, Me.
was too !
.—~
^^hipn^ent,^^! sa\y that W eatherspoon, wife and child, N Y ; R A
w ill be sold at low prices to close up
and C h asIlT u ttle. B oston ; CliasS Eaton,
Above me rose the grand mountains, [there were not 20 yards separating us ! A uburn; Richard Foss, Portland.
business.
1 3 ^ All indebted tu us « ill please pay as
their snowy tops blushing crimson in, How enormous the brute looked and
A ug. 1st. — John II Clifford, wife and
Situated in Madrid, three-fourths mil* , soon as convenient.
the setting sun ; here a little waterfall,, how terrible 1 His huge tongue hung child, Germ antown; W H Littlefield, Clias rom village, containing 80 acres, 400 sugar
PINKHAM& MKRROW.
maple trees; buildings in fair condition.
.7u y 27, 1833.
17-5
like a thread of gold and silver, flash-; out, ahcf the only sounclKe mad<? \Vas O Lord. Portland; W F P Fogg, Stro n g: Terms
easy. For further particulars, apply
ing down the mountain-side and twin-1. a-conuauaj. bourse grqryl pf rage, while T G Ridgwav and son, Mrs Josie B alsells ' me at Madiid. 20tf HIRAM W. LAK1N. I D r . M a c a l a s t e r ’ s h S ' ^ o n T o ?
md maid, N Y ; F T Faulkner and lady,
Toothache is the Children's friend and Mothing in and out among tire masses $ f; his eyes seemed’ tq J j f f i j y Jagh fire.|J‘urner. RLlliilgrove ami wife, Mt Blue;
trees and rocks, tnere a glimpse of| It ivas like some awful nigntmafe, | m
M rsLR Ilowe, Boston.
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phere is certain to cause a partial vacuum
in another portion.
Hence the disturb
ance— hence the cyclone.
T his theory
finds additional confirmation in the fact
that
tornadoes
come
during
the day and
T o Keep Cistern W a te r Pure.
not at night. T h e dark spots upon the
surface of the sun, whatever they may be,
W hen cistern water is pure there is seem to cause great commotion in the at
none better or more wholesom e; but it is mosphere of the world, and it is almost
frequently the case that in summer it b e  certain that the extreme wet weather of
the present season can be accounted for
White as a lily— pare as snow,
comes offensive and quite unfit for use.
on precisely this basis. Is it reasonable
T o remove the offensiveness, lime is gen to suppose that the marvelous effect of
Flourine is all the go.
erally recommended, a large lump to a the sun upon vegetation and life in gen
eral
shall
be
less
th
in
upon
the
atmos
cistern holding four or five thousand gal
phere itself through which its rays come?
lons ; but, if too much is used the water T he cause is remote, but the effect is
becomes hard and does not “ agree” with here.
some people, and does not answer so well
A fter describing some of the terrible
Ladies will find that
for cooking. Charcoal is frequently used effects of the cyclone, the speaker went
on to say :—
with excellent e ffect; but that which is
T his rule finds its application in
the most efficient, as a correspondent in nearly every department of life. An op
Rhode Island assured us some time ago, erator is in San Francisco— the click of
is to allow the supply spout to run to the the instrument manipulated by his fingers,
in New Y o rk .
The president makes a
bottom o f the cistern. T he fresh water slight stroke of the pen in his study at the
being heavier than the old, forces the lat W hite House, and the whole nation is
ter to the surface, and it is thus consum aroused by the act. A n uneasiness and
ed before it becomes offensive, and so on disgust with everything in life, commonly
called home-sickness, is felt by many peo
at each rain.
This looks like being a ple, when the cause is to be found in the W ill make Sweeter, Lighter, Whiter Bread than any
remedy for what has been so much com distant home thousands o f miles away.
other Flour in the Market. By its own intrinsic mer
plained of, and will be an answer to many An uncertain pain may be felt in the head.
It
is
repeated
in
other
parts
o
f
the
body.
its it has forced its way into the first families in the
inquiries on the subject.
B u t there are
T h e appetite departs and all energy is
certain conditions that should be observ gone. Is the cause necessarily to be found country, and all who use it speak loudly in its praise.
ed by all having a cistern, the first of in the head? T h e next day the feeling
T here are added symptoms.
which is that it should be thoroughly increases.
T hey continue and become more aggra
cleaned out twice a y e a r; and the second vated. T he slight pains in the bead in
that the conductors on the roof should be crease to agonies. T he nausea becomes
served in the same way whenever needed. chronic. T he heart grows irregular, and
uncertain. A ll these effects have a defi
— Germantown Telegraph.
nite cause; and, after years of deep ex
perience upon this subject, I do not hesi
T he P ulse of A n im a l s .— In horses tate to say that this cause is to be found
the pulse at rest beats forty tim es; in an in some derangement of the kidneys or
ox- from fifty to fifty-five, and in sheep and liver far away from that portion of the
body in which these effects appear. B ut
pigs about seventy to eighty beats per one may say, I have no pain whatever in
minute. I t may be felt wherever a large my kidneys or liv er. V e ry true. Neither
artery crosses a bone, for instance. It is have we any evidence that there is a tor
gen erally examined in the horse on the nado on the surface of the sun; but it is
none the less certain that a tornado is
This is no idle talk or braggadocia, but the plain,
eord which crosses over the bone of the here and it is none the less certain that
lower ja w in front o f its curved position, these great organs o f the body are the unvarnished truth.
or in the bony ridge above the e y e; and cause of the trouble although there may
be no pain in their vicinity.
in cattle over the middle of the first rib,
I know w hereof I speak, for I have
Makes Whiter Bread !
and in sheep by placing the hand on the passed through this very experience my
left side, where the beating of the heart self. N early ten years ago, I was the
Makes
Sweeter B read!
may be felt.
A ny material variation of picture of health, weighing more than
200 pounds, and as strong and healthy as
Makes More Wholesome Bread
the pulse from the figures above may be any man I ever knew. When I felt the
any other Flour in the market. Considering the
considered a sign of disease. I f rapid, symptoms I have above described, they
hard and full, it is an indication o f high caused me annoyance, not only by reason fact that one barrel of Leader Flourine will make forty
fever, or inflammation; if rapid, small of their aggravating nature, but because
I bad never felt any pain before. Other pounds more bread than a barrel of any other Flour
and weak, low fever, loss of blood, or doctors told me I was troubled with ma
weakness. I f slow, the probabilities point laria, and I treated myself accordingly. in the market, it is the Cheapest and Best Flour to buy.
to brain disease, and if irregular, to heart I did not believe, however, that malaria
troubles. T his is one o f the principal could show such aggravated symptoms
and sure tests o f the health of an animal. It never occurred to me that analysis
— Sbientific Am eriran.
would help solve the trouble, as I did not
presume my difficulty was located in that
B ut I contiued to
Ne atn ess in W o m en .— A woman may portion of the body.
grow worse. I had a faint sensation at
be rem arkably attractive in various ways ; the pit of my stomach nearly every day.
but i f she is not personally neat she can I felt a great desire to eat, and yet [
It is difficult to give in a few lines all of the rea
not hope to win admiration. Fine clothes loathed food. I was constantly tired and
still I could not sleep. My brain was un
will not conceal a slattern.
A woman
sons
why
usually active, but I could not think con
with her hair in disorder and her clothes nectedly.
My existence was a living
hanging about her as i f suspended from a misery. I continued in this condition for
prop, is always repulsive.
Slattern is nearly a year never free from pain, never
written on her person, from the top of for a moment happy. Such an existence
her head to the soles o f her feet; and if is far worse than death, for which I con
she wins a husband he will turn out an fess I earnestly longed.
idle fool or a drunken ruffian. T he bring
It-was while suffering thus that a friend
ing up o f their daughters to work, talk, advised me to make a final attempt to re
and act like sensible women, is the spec cover my health. I sneered inw ardly at
ial task o f all mothers; and in the indus his suggestion, but I was too weak to
trial ranks there is imposed also the prime make any resistance. He furnished me
obligation o f learning to respect house with a remedy, simple yet palatable and
Is the best Family Flour in the market, Some of the
hold work,for its own sake and the com within two days I observed a slight change
fort and happiness it will bring in the for the better. T his awakened my cou r
principal reasons a r e :
future. Housework is a drudgery; but age. I felt that I would not die at that
it must be done by somebody, and it had time. I continued the use of the remedy
better be well than ill done.
taking it according with directions, until 1st,— It contains more of the nutriment of the wheat
I becam e not only restored to my tormer
than any other Flour.
♦
health and strength, but of greater vigor
TO RN AD O ES.
than I have before known. This condi
2d.— It makes more bread than the same quantity of
tion has continued up to the present time,
Scientifically
Accounted for, and Some
and I believe I should have died as mis
any other Flour.
Remote Causes that produce Pain
erably as thousands o f other men have
ful Results Explained.
died and are dying every day had it not 3d.— It makes better bread than any other Flour.
been for the simple yet wonderful power
The following synopsis of a lecture de
ot W arner's Safe Cure, the remedy I em 4th.— Considering its quality, it is the cheapest Flour
livered by Dr. Horace It. Hamilton be
ployed.
in the market.
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fore the New York society for the promo
tion of science, contains so much that is
timely and important that it can be read
with both interest and profit:
There is probably no subject of mod
ern times that has caused and is causing
greater attention than the origin of torna
does. Scientists have studied it for the
benefit of humanity ; men hare investigat
ed it for the welfare of their families. It
has been a vexed subject long considered,
and through all this investigation the cy
clone has swept across the land carrying
destruction to scientists as well as the in
nocent dwellers in its track. One thing,
however, is certain; the cause of the cy
clone must be sought far away from the
whirling body o f wind itself. Its results
are powerful; its cause must also be
powerful. Let us therefore consider a
few facts. First, the appearance of a cy
clone is inrariably preceded by dark spots
upon the face of the sun. These spots,
indicating a disturbed condition of the
solar regions, necessarily affect the at
mosphere of our earth. An unusual gen
eration of heat in one part of the atmos- i

The lecturer then described his means
of restoration more in detail, and con
cluded as follows :

My complete recovery has caused me to
investigate the subject more carefully,
and I believe I have discovered the key
to most ill health of our modern civiliza
tion. I am fully confident that four-fifths
of the diseases which afflict humanity
might be avoided were the kidneys and
liver kept in perfect condition. W ere it
possible to control the action of the sun,
cyclones could undoubtedly be averted.
That, however, is one of the things that
cannot be. But I rejoice to say that it
is possible to control the kidneys and
liver* to render their action wholly nor
mal and their effect upon the system that
of purifiers rather than poisons.
That
this end has been accomplished largely
l>v meaas of the remedy I have named I
do not have a doubt, and I feel it my duty
to make this open declaration for the
enlightenment of the profession and for
the benefit of suffering humanity in all
parts of the world.

S e n se d

R ompbessed i D

A charming young Main street bride
Sat dowu in her kitchen and cried—
Her bread was all dough,
But it never was so
After once Flourine she’d tried.

3

A Y E R ’S
C herry P ectoral.
No other complaints are so insidious in their
attack as those affecting the throat and lungs:
none so trifled with by the majority of suffer
ers. The ordinary cough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a trifling or unconscious ex
posure, is often but the beginning of a fatal
sickness. A y e r ’ s Ch e r r y P e c t o r a l has
well proven its efficacy in a forty years’ fight
with throat and lung diseases, and should be
taken in all cases without delay.

A Terrible Cough Cured.
“ I 11 1857 I took a severe cold, which affected
my lungs. 1 had a terrible cough, and passed
night after night without sleep. The doctors
gave me up. I tried A y e r ’ s Ch e r r y Pec
t o r a l , which relieved my lungs, induced
sleep, and afforded me the rest necessary
for the recovery of my strength. By the
continued use of the P ectoral a perma
nent cure was effected. 1 am now 62 years
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfied your
C h e r r y P ec to r al saved me.
H o r a c e F a ir b r o t h e r .”

Rockingham, Vt., July 16, 1882.

Croup.— A Mother’s Tribute.

“ While in the country last winter my little
hoy, three years old, was taken ill with croup;
it seemed as if he would die from strangu
lation. One of the family suggested the use
of A y e r ’ s Ch e r r y P ec to r al , a bottle of
which was always kept in the house. This
was tried in small and frequent doses, and
to our delight in less than half an hour the
little patient was breathing easily. The doc
tor said that the Ch e r r y P ecto r al had
saved my darling’s life. Can you wonder at
our gratitude ? Sincerely yours,
M rs . E m m a G e d n e y .”

159 West 128th St., New York, May 16, 1882.
“ I have used A y e r ’ s Ch e r r y P ectoral
in my family for several years, and do not
hesitate to pronounce it the most effectual
remedy for coughs and colds we have ever
tried.
A. J. Cr a n e .”
Lake Crystal, Minn., March 13, 1882.
“ 1 suffered for eight years from Bronchitis,
and after trying many remedies with no suc
cess, 1 was cured by the use of A yicr’ s Cher 
ry

Pectoral .

J oseph W a l d e n .”

Bylialia, Miss., April 5,1882.
“ I cannot say enough in praise of A y e r ’ s
C h er r y P ectoral , believing as I do that
hut for its use 1 should long since have died
from lung troubles
E. B r a g d o n .”
Palestine, Texas, April 22, 1882.
No case of an affection of the throat or
lungs exists which cannot be greatly relieved
by the use of A y e r ’ s Cherry - P ectoral ,
and it will always cure when the disease is
not already beyond the control of medicine.
p r e p a r e d b \-

Dr. bC.Ayer&Co.,Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

kABOVE ALL COMPETITORS k
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We have it in Barrels and Half-Barrels,
fail to try it.

D on ’ t
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—
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,

Sandy R iver R. R .

Phillips,

a

Upper End.”

wHlVe%unftae8rf?iionS P ’ Junel8th’ ’«*• train »

Leave Phillip* at *7.05 A M and 1.30 P M
S tron g
‘ .35 “
“
8.10 “
ReturningLeave Farmington at 0.15 A M and 5:35 P M
S tro n g a t
10.10
6.22
A r r lv ln g jn PhU li >8 at 0.50
£ ! L . DH H N ISON , S u pt.
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W h a t are the W ild W a v e s

Saying ?

Observations at Random.

A LITTLE PHILLIPS FARM.

S O L D IE R S

AND

S A IL O R S .

In my perambulations about town I came
UP IN THE CLOUDS.
That Phillips is becoming more and more
upon the little farm of Joseph Church.
Grand Re-union at Farm ington.
M r, Editor : — Having been born and This is an upland farm of only four hun
a place of summer resort;
That our people can very easily make it lived my boyhood days under the shadow of dred acres. Mr. Church was born there.
W e copy from the Chronicle :
Mt. Blue, I always had a desire to get on His father was one of the first settlers of
more and more so;
Next Tuesday evening the Maine Veteran
O. M . M O O R E , E D I T O R .
That our natural advantages are superior the tiptop and view the landscope o’er. A the town. When he came here the nearest Association of Massachusetts will arrive at
P U B L IS H E D A T P H IL L IP S . F R ID A Y S to any one town in an hundred throughout few days since in company with the P h o n o . place where a bushel of meal or a peck of Farmington, and a cordial reception is to be
crew I ascended its rugged side.
We potatoes could be procured was at Kent’s tendered the coming comrades by the citi
the State;
That something besides all these is want found it a decidedly uphill business, but be Hill, Readfield. The way found by a spot zens of the town as well as by the G. A. R.
TO S U B S C R IB E R S .
ing young and in our prime we got up there ted line. Mr. Church is cutting 75 tons of The re-union promises to be no ordinary
ing on the part of the residents;
He summered over affair. The people of the whole town have
We found that hay this season.
■ Rie Phonograph at $1 per year mean* 100
That selfish rivalry between old residents, without much trouble.
cents in advance. It is the largest dollar pa bickering and backbiting are the town’s many had been there before us, and left twenty tons of hay, after wintering thirty taken a deep interest in the proposed gath
head of catile.
Mr. Church is very evi
per in the State—too large to lose by delintheir initials chiseled in the solid rock, some dently a working farmer; he has a son-in- ering of soldiers and are entitled to much
worst features;
tjnencies, and yet many never pay. After Sep
That in union is strength, and only in solid of them evidently many years ago. The U. law with him now, who worked for him 17 credit. Liberal contributions of money,
tember 7th, for one year, we shall make it an
invariable rule, with one and all, to Drop All union can Phillips ever hope to succeed to S. Coast Survey have a station here. A long years in succession and then married his provisions, etc., are coming in from the
Subscriptions at the Expiration of Time Paid its proper prominence;
mast or pole had been raised here, and ap daughter. This seems to be serving more people generally. The large tent will be
time than old Jacob served Laban. Jacob,
For. So if you desire complete numbers o
parently
very strongly braced and bolted, I believe, got two daughters for 14 years’ pitched Saturday, the work being done by
That it is sometimes aptly said that Phil
the paper, keep paid ahead.
lips’ first great need is a half-dozen first- but the wind has been too strong for it and labor; but it is not certain that Jacob’s members of the Grand Army Post, under
class masculine funerals, properly assorted; Uncle Sam will have to raise it again if he trade was any better than this one, perhaps the snpervision of a man from Boston. It
A C A SH B U S IN E S S .
wishes to make more signals.
We had a not near as good. One wife is worth more
That when young men show energy and fine view of the surrounding country. There
than two anytime.
Mr. Church and his will be located on the fine lot of E. G. Blake
For five years we have managed this paper, spirit, old fopes lay back and laugh at their was the little intervale in Temple where son-in-law make farming pay.
and across the way from this tent will be
the business being about 1-3 cash, the balance
your correspondent first saw the light.
I
foolish (?) ventures;
pitched twenty-five wall tents on land own
ALMOST A WRECK.
worth about 50 per cent. Henceforth, for job
That their continual croak is, “ He is go could also see with our glass very nearly the
The sojourners at Jollity Manse (S. W. ed by Judge Belcher. Near these tents,
work and advertising, Cash must be paid with
spot where that light came very near being
order, 10 per cent, discount being given—for ing to fail,” and are mad if he succeeds;
darkness* by reason of a big mill-log which Phinney’s) had a splendid time at the lakes during the evening James U. Childs will
transient work.
That young men of enterprise will not al nearly ground my head to a jelly, but as it last week, fishing, sailing and otherwise en keep a brilliant camp-fire. About this fire
was it only broke my jaws in several places
ways stand so much old-fogyism;
joying themselves, The only thing that hap comrades will assemble and talk over old
Talking up Railroads.
That there is enough capital controlled by and tipped over the pieces, but thanks to pened to mar their jollification, was a young times, and revive old scenes and memories.
old Dr. Whittemore and I suppose some
men of Phillips which, if properly invested other doctors, my jaws were righted up and cyclone which struck them while outsailing. The common will he fitted up as a place of
To-morrow (Saturday) Kingtield will vote
here, would make this one of the most proped up and tied up, and so made a pass The waves ran mountain high and, of course, resort when there is nowhere else to go.
its aid in favor of the railroad from Strong
able face that has stood the gaze of the fear and trembling seized the company. Addresses and band concerts will be a grand
thriving towns in the State, and
village; Freeman to-day probably refusing
That these funds are locked up away fro m people for more than half a century. The They no doubt began to say among them feature of the reunion. Tuesday afternoon
to loan its credit, as the town is divided be
same old patched up jaws are good for a big selves, “ Have we come all the way from
home enterprise, with few exceptions, and lot of jawing yet. Then there was Wilton
tween the two routes, though they all want
Massachusetts to he drowned in the waters John F. Appleton Post will fall in line, and,
others are sent out to further enrich the where many of my boyhood days were of Rangeley Lake?” But the wind ceased. headed by the F'armington band, will march
a railroad constructed. W ere the Farmingspent, also Carthage, Weld, Dixfield and There was a great calm. They were saved. to the depot to receive the guests.
Western vortex of enterprise;
On the
ton route unheard of, they would undoubt
Peru, where we tried to “ teach the young
A “ BID.”
That
the
natural
course
of
young,
enter
arrival
of
the
train,
a
salute
will
be
fired
and
edly favor and loan their credit to the Strong
idea how to shoot.” I meet those young
“ The Stranger” being of a rambling turn bells will be rung. The column will then
route, rather than build the county road, prising business men is towards the centre ideas now, frequently, grown to be men and
women, with gray hairs, who have with me of mind in search for the beautiful, and form and march to headquarters at Drum
which they will be compelled to do if a rail where money flows most frealy, and
That, if you desire this country for an 'old skipped over some forty-five years in a re everything useful, would be exceedingly mond Hall, after which supper and camp
road is not located.
markably short space of time. These sur
gratified if any lady or gentleman being pos fire will be served and held.
A military
At Farmington, the question is being deep fogy burial ground, while its life and energy rounding towns from my stand point on the
flow
West—
invest
your
money
ther
instead
tiptop of “ Old Blue,” look to me very much sessed of a few nice early apple trees now in and civil promenade concert and ball will
ly agitated, and in order to unite the more
as they did fifty years ago.
bearing, would indicate it by hanging a small occur Wednesday evening at Slusic Hall,
remote parts of the town, it is proposed to o f at home.
flag on the same. Fie would prefer now the Messrs. Lincoln and Rice managers. The
ONE OF THE “ RESORTS.”
That we may have more pleasant dreams
extend their line to the Falls and perhaps be
Early Flarvest or Red Astrican.
Any indi
I notice in my rambles that the great
in the future.
viduals complying with the above request headquarters of the Association will be at
yond, that the Falls folks will join in voting
point of attraction in all the village of must not be the owner of a dog of any size, Hotel Marble.
their aid. O f course the residents at the
g® “ The Portland Advertiser desires to Phillips is the croquet ground near the post or other dangerous weapon. Small favors
A full programme will be presented as
Falls will see to it, when they vote, that the
know what Maine Editor is about to pub office. This beautiful spot, transformed from thankfully received and larger ones in pro soon as arranged. A partial one subject to
proviso is there. After the credit is loaned,
portion.
lish a work on English Grammar.
It is, an ugly looking cellar hole, owes its trans
change, is as follows: Tuesday,August 14th,
it will be found more difficult to locate addi
WANTED— A SOLUTION.
formation
as
I
understand,
to
a
syndicate
of
Mr. Advertiser, the editor-in-chief of the
5 130 p. m., Reception at depot by the Post
tions to the route. Mr. Morrell, who pro
Why do not some of the boys answer the
Franklin Journal, published at Farmington, gentlemen of means who saw the place in
with Cornet Band and salute of 15 guns.
poses to donate 5500, will undoubtedly look
question proposed by “ B. F\ E.” some time j
They probably reasoned
Mr. H. P. White, (the originator of a new its true light.
March to Drummond Flail (headquarters).
out for the lower end of the route at the
ago in the P h o n o .? Is the question too ,
kind of beans,) and here are some spec among themselves after this manner: “ This
The evening will be occupied by the camp
next town meeting, Wednesday, Aug. 29th.
simple to engage their attention? I f you
imens of his editorial work. Perhaps, his unsightly place can be metamorphosed into
fire to be given by the Post to visiting sol
It is a pity that they can’t, down there,
mention it to boys of a larger growth, they
gramatical talents may be estimated— and an inviting place of recreation, where the almost invariably say there is a very wide diers.
Wednesday, August 10th, 7 a. m.,
show the great body of farmers where it
may be they can’t, even by such a dis over-worked lawyer, the merchant, the bar difference; but they do not think it worth morning gun; 8 a. in., Band Concert on the
will benefit them ! And how about the
ber, the doctor, the student, the dweller while to show the figures. Perhaps the girls common; 11 a. m., parade by veterans
play:
West Side ? They didn’t like it when “ John
Martin Milmore, the sculptor, is dead, among us, and even the editor, and the had better answer it. Here is the question : through the streets, terminating at the tent
Rogers” stole their railroad track and bent
after having gained a National reputation minister if he would, could find rest and What is the difference, if any, between a where a re-union dinner will be given to all
it across the river. But probably they are and a goodly amount of the filthy. But, alas, pleasure combined.
Their overworked square mile and a mile square.
soldiers joining in the parade. A t close of
brains will take in other matters and bring
he’ll never make a milmore.
of a forgiving nature.
Grand Veteran Reunion.
collation, adjourn to Music Hall or common,
Thurlow Weed, in his autobiography, into play a new set of nerves.” “ Gentle
Then there’s Bro. Keyes, down there, an
men what shall be the name of the institu
where the public are invited to listen to
says
that
in
his
life
he
has
probably
smoked
old railroad builder of very broad views and
The ex-soldiers and sailors of F’ranklin
eighty thousand cigars. He must have been tion about to be established on this reclaimed
speeches by citizens and distinguished guests
experience. He aided the Androscoggin fond of thur low weed.
and now beautiful spot?”
I suppose a county are cordially invited to attend and
number suggested at once, “ A croquet participate in the reunion of the Maine Vet 5 p. m., competitive sports and races in
road some £4.00 or more (comp., don’t put
A n exchange says that tallow exports
ground.”
One said that is a place for eran Association of Massachusetts, compos front of Court House; 7 p. m., Band Concert
a period after the 4). He also says in his show a slight decline.
The price paid is
ladies with gentlemen to make it interesting, ed of the 2d Maine Cavalry and the 14th, 1 on the common followed by fireworks. The
paper this week that he aided the road to tallow, perhaps.
and this is hardly the place where ladies 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th and 28th Me. Infy.
One of the largest states in the South is would congregate for this sort of pleasure Regts., at F’armington, Wednesday, August I visitors will be escorted to Music Hall where
Phillips both with his paper and with money.
Yes, we remember all about it. He took the State of Ignorance. It Texas to answer and recreation. It was finally and formally 15, 1883. Temporary organizations for the ! the festivities will close with a Promenade
that question correctly.
set apart as a croquet ground, and the own benefit of those having no connection with Concert and Ball under the auspices of the
one share (S50) and paid for it in printing,
T he Providence Journal has advertised ers and chief occupants, probably on motion existing organizations will be formed for the ; Veteran Association.
as stipulated. As there are now two papers
the planets for August; they will all star of Moses, or one o f the prophets, were parade.
It is hoped that all who conveniently can
at F., the F. & C. route is morally certain of and our sattellite us up first rate.
dubbed the Gander Club.
Most any of
5£3P*The Freeman town meeting occurs
these gentlemen when not otherwise en will appear in dark clothes, slouched hat and
disposing of two shares at least among the
the badge of their old division or organiza : to-day, and Saturday Kingtield decides which
gaged
may
be
found
at
this
now
famous
re
printers— to be paid in printing!
Then
*® “ A well-known occasional correspond sort. If you have business with either of tion.
railroad route they will aid.
Bro. Keyes aided (?) with his paper. Oh, ent of this paper informs us that he has in these gentlemen, and approach them with
A grand collation will be served under a
long tramp— six feet and seven in
yes, and we challenge and defy him to re- his possession a copy of the preamble and any question, the answer most likely will be : mammoth tent, for all veterans. A beauti
ful spot has been selected for an encamp ches in his stockings.
produe an argument in its favor. But he resolutions of the first temperance society “ I am for that wicket over there.”
ment, where the committee will furnish tents
BOVS AT PLAY.
did use to refer to it as the “ Narrow Gouge,” organized in this State. They were written
supplied with straw ready for occupancy;
After the 10th day of this month all brewAs
I
am
only
a
passenger
or
visitor
here,
and at one time was sorry— very sorry— to in a house now standing in this village, in
water, coffee and material for a rousing oldI may be allowed to say a word about the time camp fire. A programme will be is i ers in the United States must make returns
learn that the interest in the proposed road
1816 or 1817. The copy held by him was little controversy now going on in the village sued in due time.
on the revised form, w'hich will give the
was dying out at Strong and Phillips.
Per order of Executive Committee.
made in 1819. There is now but one mem
public more knowledge in regard to the in
of Phillips, over a sight for a public park, or
For all that the Journal has taken the
E. I. M e r r i l l , Chairman.
ber of the society living— Dr. J. L. Blake,
gredients
of beer than it has been possible
a grove for public meetings, picnics, &c.
lead in this new matter, while the Chronicle
o f Farmington.
We hope to obtain the
to obtain. A new form which has been is
The
upper
and
lower
villages
seem
to
be
In the last issue the Chronicle made us
has confined itself to locals and one or two document and some interesting comments
sued, not only calls for a statement under
other items, we’ll wager a stickful of pi for our columns. Will the possessor kindly jealous of each other. One thinks the oth say exactly opposite what we intended to in
the item in relation to the spelling of Mara- oath of the more usual ingredients other
er
will
have
an
advantage
over
the
other
if
that, if the road is built, Keyes will step to forward the copy here, or to Z. T. Haynes,
nocook. — Farm ington Ch ronicle.
than malt and hops, such as corn, cerealine,
the front and exclaim, “ See what I have Esq., of Winthrop, with his comments? Is it should have the park located in its vicinity.
Then you mean to say that the other pa rice, grape sugar, glucos, maltose and syrup,
For
instance,
if
a
party
should
come
by
rail
done, with my little H at-chet!’,
it possible that Phillips originated the first
and the ground should be at the upper end pers have spelled it “ Maranacook,” do you? but it requires a sworn statement of every
It is well sakl that “ talk will not alone temperance movement in Maine?
Oh, bo sh ! The fact is, the article was other kind of adulteration and the amount
of
the village, the traders up there would
build a railroad,” If it were so, Bro. Keyes
have all the trade in candy and peanuts, and printed as written by Mr. D. L. Johnson, a used of each article. This return is to be
would favor the back towns with R. R. fa
f S T M r . Page, who recently died at the
young gentleman from Boston, who edited made monthly to collectors in duplicate and
cilities at once. But it takes talk and “ push” Elmwood, was born in New Hampshire, and the hotels at the lower end would get all the
custom that was good for anything, which the paper in the absence of Mrs. Keyes, at one copy is to be fuwarded by collectors to
to work a railroad over the North Franklin went to Boston in 1845, where he continued
the upper enders think would outweigh all Old Orchard. H e told us that he thought the office of internal revenue. Flach brewer
hill*. __ ______________ _____
in business as a manufacturer until within a the candy business. If the lower enders he spelled it correct with an “ a,” liecau.se is required to make oath that the statement
should have the picnic ground, they would the Maine Central Co. spelled it so in their j
jfa^“Col. B. F. Eastman, of Portland, in few years. For the past few years he has
of the ingredients used in the manufacture
get all the tavern business and the peanut
His business too.
forms us that, in a report of the first State lived with his son, T. L. Page, Esq.
Nobody would go up to the announcements. The Chronicle and all the of his beer “ is true and correct in every par
Temperance Society of Maine, it was stated body was taken to Boston for interment. upper enders’ part of the village, and for county and Maine papers in general, for a ticular.” It will thus be seen that hereafter
that in 1827, in Farmington, with a popula Mr. Page was the originator of the petition that reason it wouldn’t be fair to have the year or more, have spelled it “ Maranocook.” i the composition of beer will he known ex
park down here. This is a beautiful state of
cept where it is concealed by perjury.
tion of 2,341, there was sold-8,666 gallons to the Legislature last winter for an act to things for grown up m en ! Boys act this Tell another!
----- £— II-. ■ V— . J '• . ___ _
of liquor, and in Phillips thirty hogsheads— abolish the use of the blind bridle for way sometimes, hut men never, or “ hardly
A systematic arrangement between pilots
fi^S^'The
twelveth
annual
re-unioo
of
the
equal to 3,000 g^llomj, with a population of horses, also to prevent the sale of tobacco ever.” One says there is mercury or ivy
grows up to the upper end and somebody First Maine Cavalry Association, will be j and wreckers has been discovered on the
$ 954- ‘'How does that*1 compare with the to minors.
may get poisoned.
Another says there i* a held at Auburn, Maine, Wednesday Sept. Black Sea by which vessels were deliberate
Maine Law times?” inquires the veteran
the visitors at the Elmwood large number pf rocks down there and some 12, 1S83: Headquarters at Grand A rm y 1 ly wrecked in order to get them into the
Eastman.
body will sit down on them and catch their
hands of pirates. Attention has been drawn
are Mrs. Mary T. Sherman and 'Miss W.
Flail. There will be a banquet at Auburn ,
“ never-get-ovtfr-u.
to the fact that a great many disasters oc
of Farmington, has is M. Morrill, of Providence, R. I., and Mrs.
Men, do not be boys, and foolish ones too Hall in the evening, to which, Gov. Robie, curred in calm weather, and other suspici
sued a handsome sheet styled the Franklin and Miss Taylor, of Pawtucket, R. I. Miss any longer. Make a wise choice and all go Senator F'rye, and other distinguished citi ous circumstances were noticed, such as
(Quarterly. It is jnostly devoted to advertis Morrill was here with Gov. Bourne’s party, in for it. You are but one village after
zens have been invited. The M. C. Rail fortunes rapidly made by some of the pilots.
all, and you are not so big but what your
In less than two years fifty vessels were
ing, with some in retesting reading.
The last season, and is a sister of Mrs. Bourne,
best interests lie in working for each other’s road will sell tickets for one fare for the \ stranded* ami had recourse to the assistance
price is 25 cents per year.
we believe.
interest.
round trip.
of these pirates.

T h .e “ F l i o n o g r a p k . ”

— Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bodge, of Water- looking after some roads that require their
*ville, are visiting at Mrs. Osgood Carr’s. judgment.
'M rs. Bodge was formerly Miss Georgia KimSheriff Toothaker and P. A. Sawyer, Esq.,
' .ball, of Phillips.
— rAnother warm day was Friday.
were at the R. L. House Monday last.
— A jolly crowd of about fifteen, from
— Warm weather has come again.
The Oquossoc House shows a good list of
Rand Harden’s, including his Massachusetts
— Full stages now travel the Rangeley
arrivals.
friends,
took
the
Rangeley
stage
Thursday
coad
W ELD.
morning, and went off with flags flying.
Mrs. Gould (formerly Miss 1 oothaker) ds
The
Union
Church
was well filled last
— I f you should happen to desire a neat
very ill.
job of fancy printing, we would call your at Sabbath to listen to the sermon by Rev. J.
— The croquet ground is the busiest place
tention to a specimen of ornamental type on P. Masterman, with which all were well
in town.
pleased.
our first page to^lay. It can’t be beat for
— M. W. Wheeler has been at home the beauty, novelty, and latest style
We are having a lots of summer visitors.
past week on a visit
They
find several nice homes here, which
— Among the new-comers at Jollity
—-Miss Ora Farrar, of Farmington, is Manse (S. W. Phinney’s) are Miss Virginia they are filling raptdly.
visiting friends in town.
Good hay weather for a few days has
Chase, of Boston; Miss Maud Reed, Cam
— Thursday was the first uncomfortably bridge, Mass, and Mrs. J. McKnight, of been improved in finishing up.
Providence, R. I. (Mrs. P.’s sister.)
warm day for a month.
Grain has begun to ripen and bids fair to
— D. Bisbee, of Auburn, is in town can yield a bountiful crop.
— W. E. Plummer and wife returned

Terrible Suffering.

Friday, August 10th.

Kidney and Bladder Complants of Many Tears
Duration.—His Word Good As Gold.—
Case of City Assessor Francis
Gomard, 89 Summer St.,
Lowell, Mass.

“ His word is as good as a bank note at any
bank In Lowell, and I know it,” was the
opinion o f a well known citizen in speaking
o f City Assessor Francis Gomard. Your re
porter found Mr. Gomard at his pleasant
home, which, with many others, adorns
Summer street and fronts the charming
park o f South Common. Mr. Gomard said,
“ I had been, as many o f my friends in Low
ell know, a great sufferer from kidney and
urinary troubles for a long time. My physi
cian said it was the result o f diseased kid-

0 . II

______________ uuu uuui vuc uosi which
this city afforded, I got no better, I said
finally, ‘ Doctor, It’s no use. You have done
all that is in your power to do, 1 know th a t;
but I must get help from some other source
or die.’ Finally I was induced to try Dr.
Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY, a medi
cine which had been recommended very
highly for kidney diseases. I received help
at once. It has acted like a charm with me.
Why so? Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REM
EDY is an homjst preparation, and I know
it. I didn’t tffink anything would help me,
but this has given me better health than
any medicine ever prescribed for me. I have
recommended It to ever so many o f my
friends in the city o f Lowell, and with the
same result They think there is nothing
like Dr.) Rennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY”
i.n!n i ; IDy
,Goniardssy8
can
be the
depended
one acciuahited
wlth
w n tle .

0

vassing for “ H ill’s Manual,” one o f the fin
H O T E L A R R IV A L S .
A part of the hotel arrivals will be found est works for students and business men ob
tainable.
He
is
having
good
success
and
on the second page, to-day.
Elmwood.
finds it a taking book where ever it can be
Aug. 3d.— B M and Fred C Eastman, C C
— T h e May School will commence at
afforded.
Files, Portland; E W Clark, Jr., and wife,
Strong, Tuesday, Sept. n th .
— The Union church now undergoing re E E Denniston and wife, Miss Spooner, FW
_The State Normal School commences at
Taylor, Philadelphia; Chas P and Caleb T
pairs, we are requested to announce that on
Briggs, the Misses Battles, Chas E Shattuck,
Farmington, Tuesday, August 28th.
Sunday, Aug. 19th— one week from next Lawrence; Mr, Mrs and Miss Griffiths; JM
— Mrs. W. H. Moulton, of Hudson, Mass.,
•Sabbath— there will be union services at the Bonney, Farmington; Miss Linda Bonney,
is visiting at Mrs. T. E. Worthley’s.
iiian Knows.
4t49
Methodist church, Rev. C. W . Foster occu Cambridge.
4th.— FS and W K Chase, Dixfield; Miss
—rBeautiful mornings, beautiful days; we pying the desk at his Usual hour, at 10.30 at
S E Sanborn, W E Peirce, Frank L. Tuttle,
wish: it were possible to be so always.
m., and Rev. W. H. Foster in the afternoon. Boston; Geo M Harmon, New Haven.
"H ow does that verse run? Something
5th.— Sumner C Lang, Portland; R M
— Rev. Mr. Morrison, Universalist, occu
_Rev. A. H. Heath, of New Bedford,
like this, isn’t it?
Jacobson, James Mooney and wife, New
pies the Union church on Sunday, 12th inst. Mass., occupied the Union church pulpit all
‘There are Who touch the magic string,
York; Jno Dunlap and wife, Patterson; H
And noisy fame is proud to win them ;
bd
— The picture in the mill-pond Thursday day last sabbath, giving two masterly dis G Ashton, wife, nurse and family, Boston.
Alas 1 for those who never sing,
6th.—
Mrs
Eaton,
Mrs
Thorne,
W
C
Allen
But die with all their music In them.’ ”
courses.
In
the
evening
he
was
present
at
GO
morning was as beautiful as Nature herself.
and wife, Portland; Jas R Webb, Misses
“ Yes, that’s beautiful, pathetic and true,
— Mrs. E. H. and Miss Mabel Wheeler the Methodist social meeting, and gave an Lottie and Hattie Webb, Wm Spades, F said your representative. “ The poet alludes
to people who are somehow suppressed, and
interesting
talk
on
social
economy
and
the
Cochrane, Brooklyn; W FP Fogg, wife and never get their full allowance o f joy and air.
are visiting friends in Phillips and Mad
benefits of religion. He was greeted with child, Strong; E U Curtis, Brunswick; F O Which reminds me o f a letter shown me the
rid.
Conant, Cumberland; E W and Miss Eliza other day by H iscox & Co., o f New York,
full houses all day.
signed by Mr. E. C. Williams, o f Chapman,
— E.jJ. Ross, who has been dangerously
Hanscom, Auburn; F W Eveleth and wife, Snyder
Co., Pa., a prominent business man
—
A
.
J.
Blethen,
Esq.,
of
Kansas
City,
Montgomery, Ala.
of that piace. He writes:
ill, is fiaw reported on the road to recov
“ ‘ I have suffered with asthma for over
7th.—
Geo
Q
Gammon,
No
Livermore;
Mo.,
is
now
with
his
family
at
the
house
of
ery.
forty years, and had a terrible attack in De
his mother in Newton Junction, N. H., and Chas H Brown, G B Lawrence, D S Jones, cember and January, 1882. I hardly know
_U'.:P. Dill, Esq., arrived home again
M J Loring, Portland; Jas B Dill, C H Ed what prompted me to take P a r k e r ’ s T o n 
will arrive in Phillips, next week.
Mrs.
wards, N Y ; E A Rogers, Rangeley; MrsC ic . I did so and the first day 1 took four
Tuesday evening. He will now stop several
Blethen and children will remain until Octo L Olmstead, Cleveland, O ; S M Craig, Jas doses. The effect astonished me. That
weeks.
night I slept as if nothing was the matter
ber with her sister, Mrs. Moore, the editor’s P Monroe, Boston; Paul B Watson, Cam with me, and have ever since. 1 have had
— J. Z. Everett and his little boy started
since, but no asthma. My breathing is
-A T wife. Their oldest son was in Phillips this bridge; N U Hinkley, city; Mrs Mary T colds
Sherman, Miss M W Morrill, Providence; now as perfect as if I had never known that
this week on a long ride by team to the week, and is now at South Strong.
disease. If you know o f any one who has
Mrs Thos and Miss Clara Taylor, Pawtucket. asthma tell him in,my name that P a r k e r ’ s
Provinces.
8th.— D B Fogg, Strong; G Q Gammon, T onic will cure it—even after forty years.’ M . H. DAVENPORT & CO.’S
-On Monday W . E. Plummer, of Port
— Miss Susie S. Foster, we are pleased to land, and M. W . French, of Phillips, went No Livermore; R F Dyer, E A Whittier, There was a man who escapes the fate of
those whom the poet laments.
Boston; Freak Baker and wife, W B and W
k n o w , * .rapidly gaining from her recent se
This preparation, which has heretofore
to one of the near mountain streams, and E Hoxie, Brooklyn.
A Large and Varied Stock of
been known as Pa r k e r ’ s G in g er T o n ic ,
vere illness.
will
hereafter be advertised and sold under
for the day’s fishing show a record of over
9.— EGStover, wife & child, Augusta; J C
the name o f P a r k e r ’ s T o n ic . Inasmuch
— Bion Wilson and wife, of Augusta, are five hundred trout. And they were of good Smith,Boston; WDFletcher,South wickM ass; as
ginger is really an unimportant ingredi
visiting with Mrs. W ’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. size— above the average for brook-trout. HDButler,NewHaven; AEBeeman, Hartford ent, and unprincipled dealers are constantly
CHBrown,Portland.
deceiving their customers by substituting
James llailey.
inferior preparations under the name of
We can testify as to their quality, for the
Barden H ouse.
ginger, we drop the misleading word.
— Drew Cragin and family are visiting bovs gave us a generous donation.
There is no change, however, in the pre
Aug. 3.— Purley Eastman,Cornway, N H ; paration
Itself, and all bottles remaining in
friends in Farmington and elsewhere— to be
— Last Tuesday evening Mrs. James W . Wm Murphy,Portland; Mr&Mrs Kinsolving, the hands o f dealers, wrapped under the
name
o
f
P a r k e r ’ s G in g er T o n ic coutain
!
New
York;
A
Davis,
Bridgton;
Fred
Plum
gone a fortnight.
Smith, of Philadelphia, (now visiting with
genuine medicine if the fac-simile sig
mer, Dr JJLinscott, Farmington; W HDyer, the
nature
o
f
H iscox & Co. is at the bottom o f
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
B.
Beal),
was
_W e observed a most beautiful and per
Strong; Lewis Bonald, Farmington; Mrs M the outside wrapper.
5t49
fect rainbow .last Sunday p. m. It appeared attacked with an alarming illness, since then LBarber, Boston.
her
life
having
been
almost
despaired
of,
as
4.— W S Brown & wife, Miss Silvia Brown,
not ten rods .away.
New and desirable pat terns of
New York; H C Wesley, Letter E Planta
— W e ne-ver publish two accounts of one she has not even had her senses but a small tion.
part of the time. This Friday morning it is
affair; but always select the one best suited
6.
— R Hanley Smith, Farmington; G M
reported that her symptoms are more favor Small, Portland; S H Sawyer, New Sharon,
to our convenience.
able. Tuesday, till within an hour of the FTWilliamson, Elman Ellis, JW Dunham,C
— The father of T. L. Page, of the Elm
HHuntoon,Rangeley; WWGibson, GW Ray- (Oldest Chartered Company in America.)
attack, she was in her usual health.
mond, JWHoward, FOFellows.FBatcheldor,
wood, died at that house last Tuesday night,
_The P hono , crew made its annual as Boston; Helen WEiliottidaughter.Campello,
at the age of 80 years.
cent of Mt. Blue, one day early in the week. Mass.
— Mr Howard and wife (nee Jennie H ay
7. — Jas Lowell, C A Gould, Farmington;
—AND —
The day was comparatively clear but hazy
Elegant Styles of
BB Harvey, Strong; S G Dorman&wife, Old
den) are waiting * Frank’s, where is also
in the distance. The mountains of Mt. Orchard; M DAndrews,Otisfield; ThsHolden,
AMPLE
SECURITY.
Mrs. Hayden, Frank’s mother.
Desert could be plainly seen, in a direction RABentley,AGDyar,Boston; CW Kyle&wife,
{ 3 f T h e public are especially invited to
_Moses W. Harden publishes a kindly a little south of east. A t the Mt. Blue Hou§e Somerville; Mrs F AEllis, Rangeley; GeoW
examine the features of the new, non-forfeitable law o f Mass , under which this Co.
notice to his neighbors and friends. If it some dozen or more summer boarders are Shouk, ClaraRShouk, Plymouth, Pa.
works. For terms and particulars inquire of S H E L F - P A P E R ,
8.
— Stephen Morrill, Strong; EAWhittier,
isn’t read, it won't be his fault.
pleasantiy located, finding nothing more to Auburn; CAPinkham&lady, AHKieth&lady,
— II. P. Dill has just placed in his old complain of than the fact that the weather HLWhitcomb,Farmington; GBFrizzell, Ash Noble & Timberlake, Agents,
P H II jIjIPS.
Mr. and Mrs. Hill- land ;MFrizzell, Hartland; ELW hitney,Bos
home a fine piano, which will go in the fall remains a little cool.
grove know well how to make it pleasant ton; W mA Robinson, Winthrop; Mrs Soul,
with his family to Guelph, Ont.
Laconia, N H .
NOTIONS
— Mr. and Mrs. York, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis for all who visit them.
9.
— G WVose, Kingfield; NSMace.WFarmington;
JHClifford.wife
&child,
Germantown,
— At the regular meeting of Phillips
and daughter, went from the Barden House
A n d a Full and Coomplete Line of
DNFogg, Portland; C B Gill, N H, RLH illLodge, Good Templars, on Monday evening
to the top of Mt. Blue, Tuesday.
grove, Mount Blue; JohnSnowman &family,
- M r . Chas. Cushman’s pullet performs last, the following officers were installed by W eld; Wm McKnight,GeoFTufts, Boston.
the eggstraordianary feat of evolving an the Lodge D eputy:
Boston is to have two great exhibitions
WILL BEGIN
C. T .— F. E. Timberlake, Esq.
egg measuring 5 3-4 by 7 1-2 incbesthis fall. The New England Manufacturers
R. H. S.— Edie Church.
M. H. Davenport & Co.,
_Some of our people intend visiting
L. H. S.— Winnie Fuller.
and Mechanics Institute— or the Institute
V. T .— Mrs. F. E. Timberlake.
And continue 14 weeks.
__________ U P P E R V IL L A G E .
Kingfield Saturday, to view the country and
Fair, as it is called— will have a rich and
Sec’y.— Howard Beal.
REV. J. L. PRATT, will teach Greek.
see how they propose to build a railroad.
st a t e
extensive
display
of
the
resources
of
this
F. S.— W ill Cummings.
MRS. M. A. DYER,
_There was no grove meeting last MonTreas.— Andrew Wheeler.
country, including agricultural, mineral and
Vocal and Instrumental Music,
Chaplain.— Rev. W . II. Foster.
dav evening, as was intended.
The matter
mechanic products. The exhibition will REV. B. S. RIDEOUT, Elocution.
Marshal.— Rev. C. W. Foster
Address, MISS J. H. MAY,
now rests with the people of the upper vil
open on Wednesday, Sept. 5th, and contin
5t49__________________
St r o n g , Me .
D. M.— Zetta Harden.
FARMINGTON, ME.
ue
about
two
months.
The
Foreign
exhi
lage.
I. G.— Nellie Guild.
bition, which will occupy the building of
— Many of our people will attend the
R A N G E LE Y .
The Fall Term will commence,
Soldiers’ Re-union at Farmington next week,
The cry with some of our farmers is, “ My the Massachusetts Association, will open on
Tuesday, August 28th.
if the failroad concludes to accommodate barn is full of hay and I do not know what Monday, Sept. 3d, and continue for some
A t the Outlet of
Catalogues, or information in reo-ar^ * i
months,
possibly
until
the
first
of
March.
to do with the rest.”
Many of our farmers
struction, board, rooms, etc
? i o iP*
them.
m ■
1 i—
Only the production of foreign countries will
t a‘ n®d applying to Mrs. H. B( a B e e i v °b;
— Mr. Harvey, of Worcester, Mass., stop have not barns enough to hold their hay, and be exhibited.
the board of instruction, Farming?, d>V,of
1*
or
I. WARREN M E R R I ^ U’ Me >
ping at the Barden House, was at I’erham some are not yet done haying.
heme Thursday morning.
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flGROCERIESlI)
Dry-Fancy Goods,

N ew E ngland L ife

PAPER HANGINGS,

INSURANCE CO.

Gives a Liberal Contract S T A T I O N E R Y ,
BOX-PAPER,

Patent Medicines,

MAY SCHOOL
The Fall Term

Confectionery and Nuts.

TUESDAY, Sept. 11th. ’83,

Normal

School,

M ountain!View]House.

Last Tuesday the Rev. Mr. Dill, of N ew
York,
‘ walked from Kennebago Lake to
o f brook-troyt.
#
Rangeley City in two hours and thirty-six
— We hope all whose Subscription ex*minutes, which indicates that the reverend
pires with the present volume— Sept. 7th—
gentleman is quite a Walkist.
will attend to the renewal Itffore that date,
The Ashton party on the Big Lake, have
if they wisji to continue the paper, for we
caught as follows, lately: one of 8 lbs., one
shall follow out the rule as published in an
5 1-2, and one 4 1-2. It appears that the B .
other column, strictly for our own protectitW.
L. is the home of big trout.
W e shall sfop one and all subscriptions
The (County Commissioners are in town,
when the time paid for expires.
stream, Wednesday, and caught 16 pounds

Frank A . Hodges, laborer, aged 29, committed
hanging, in Hallowell,
itted suicide by hanging,
Saturday afternoon.

Rangeley Lake,

H. T. KIMBALL, Propr.

» The Mountain View House is
located at the outlet o f Rangeley
jJfciiWf.’ilfflLake, close to the Steamboat
Mb k e s SS landing, and In close proximity
to the best Trout Fishing In Maine. IK mile
from Indian Rock. Parties furnished with
D ie d .— In Oakland, July 10th, Samuel Boats
and Guides at short notice and reas
Blethen, aged 51 years— formerly of Phillips. onable rates.
A t Dallas PL, Aug. 3d, infant daughter of
Mrs. Samuel Blanchard of Chelsea, aged
Isaac Uubier, aged one year.
B orn .— I n Rangeley, Aug. 6th, to the wife seventy years, suicided on Monday noon by
of Almon Wilbur, a
hanging.
Tuesday, 682 persons died from cholera
in Egypt. •*
* ••» i

F armington , August 1, I8g3.ent' ^TV5t,ee-

Trespassers.
Being the possessor of a small homestead
lot, on w hich blueberries and other wild ber
ries in sm all quantities grow, this is to warn
trespassers to keep off said lot, as I hereaft
er intend to do the picking for the benefit o f
my immediate fam ily.
When there are.
more berries than we can attend to,
we w ill then invite in our neighbors. These
things have been decided upon, after having
lost most of the berries and upon due de
liberation by yours truly,
_ A
_XT
M, W. H A R D E N .
Ph illips, A ug. 8, 1888.

5

*
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Friday, August 10th.

T h e y D o S a y th at Y o u S h o u ld
N e v er pass between two persons who
are talkin g together without an apology.
N ever write to another asking for infor
mation or a favor o f any kind, without en
closing a stamp for a reply.
N ever exaggerate.
N ever fail to say kind and encouraging
words to those whom you may meet in
distress. Y o u r kindness may lift them
out o f their despair.
N ever fail, if a gentleman, of being
civil and polite to ladies.
N ever lend an article you have borrow 
ed unless you have permission to do so.
N ever betray a confidence.
N ever borrow money and n eglect to
pay. I f you do, you w ill soon be known
as a man o f no business integrity.
N ever speak much of you r own per
form ances.
N ever fail to be punctual at the time
appointed.
N ever wantonly frighten others.
N ever fail to tell the truth. I f truthful,
you may get your reward. Y o u w ill get
your punishment if y o u deceive.
N ever make y o u rse lf the hero o f your
. own story.
N ever exhibit anger, impatience or ex 
citem ent, when accidents happen.
N ever cross the leg or put out one foot
in the street car, or places where it will
trouble others when passing by.
N ever leave home with unkind words.
N ever call a new acquaintance by the
Christian name, unless requested to do so.
N ever fail to give a polite answer to a

of the m onkey, which had grasped the in
fant firm ly with one arm and was nimbly
climbing the shrouds. T h e mother faint
ed as the animal reached the top of the
mainmast.
The captain was at his wits’
end. He feared if^he sent a sailor in pur
suit the monkey would drop the baby and
escape by leaping from mast to mast,
'^he child in the meantime was heard to
cr)^ but the fear that the m onkey was
hurting it was dispelled by seeing it imi
tate the motions o f the mother, dandling,
soothing and endeavoring to hush it to
sleep. A fter trying in many ways to lure
the animal down, the captain finally or
dered the men below and concealed him
s e lf on deck.
In a moment, to his great
jo y , he saw the monkey carefully descend
ing.
B eaching the deck it looked cau
tiously around, advanced to the sofa and
placed the baby upon it. T h e captain re
stored the frightened infant to its mother
who was soon satisfied that her darling had
escaped without injury.
A H en that Sang.

A novel case was heard before ’ Squire
W ilson o f East Nottingham township,
C hester C o., P a ., recently.
Last spring
a farm er of East Nottingham had thirty
chickens stolen. Summ er wore away but
no traces of the lost fowls. A few days
ago the chicken owner visited a farm er in
the same township, and while looking at
the fowls on the premises saw a hen
which he thought resem bled one of the
number stolen from him.
He inquired
how the farm er obtained it, when a con
versation follow ed, and concluded by the
poultry dealer saying : “ I f that chicken

famous Lakeside Resort is now open to Summer Visitors and is well pre
pared to suit the requirements cf the most fastidious traveling public. The House is situated at “ Rangeley City,”
but a minute’s walk from the shores of Rangeley Lake ; is well furnished with modern conveniences, and its tables
are always supplied with the best the market affords. The House is connected with the Telephone and Telegraph
system. jg@“ Good Livery Stable with Carriage and Saddle Horses, Buck boards, etc. Both Phillips and Kennebago Stages leave this house daily. Kennebago Lake, i o miles: Mt. View, 7 .
J. A. BURKE, Pfopr.

comes to me when I call her by name she
is m ine.” T his was agreed to. “ Annie,
A n n ie,” called the ow ner, and sure
enough the hen came to him. “ Jump up
on my hand.” Up jum ped Annie. “ Now
civil question.
sing for a grain of corn, A n n ie,” called
N ever exhibit too great fam iliarity with the owner. T he pretty little hen imm edi
a new acqu ain tan ce; you may give of ately began to sing in her fowlish style a
fence.
solo which thoroughly convinced the two
N ever fail to answer an invitation, eith men to whom she rightfully belonged.
er personally or by letter, within a week The th ief and pet chicken were brought
after the invitation is received.
before the "squire, who heard the story
N ever n eglect to call upon your friends. and Annie's solo and sentenced the thief.
N ever present a gift, sayin g that it is — Reading News.

o f no use to yourself.
N ever answer questions in general com 
pany that have been put to others.
N ever enter a room filled with people,
without a slight bow to the general com
pany when first entering.
N ever laugh at the misfortunes of others.
N ever send you r guest who is accustom 
ed to a warm room, off into a cold, damp,
spare bedroom to sleep.
N ever read letters which you may find
addressed to others.
N ever arrest the attention of an ac
quaintance by a touch. Speak to him.
N ever refer to a gift you have made, or
a favor you have rendered.
N ever give a promise that you do not
fulfill.
N ever fail to offer the easiest and best
seat in the room to an invalid, an elderly
person, or a lady.
N ever send a present hoping for one in
return.

A D ublin, New Hampshire, man tells of
a rem arkable feat accom plished a few
days ago by his driving horse. Upon the
day of his arrival from the freight train he
was left in his stall, tied. T h e doors of
the stable were closed, the windows were
left open. T h e horse managed to untie
his halter, and, finding green grass close
by the window, could not resist its tempta
tion. He sprang through the window like
a cat, without marring the frame, and
leavin g no sign o f contact upon any por
tion o f his body. T he open space in the
window measures precisely 2 feet ll inch,
by 2 feet 6 inches. T he horse is six years
of age, and weighed 1,070 pounds six
weeks ago. In proof of this extraordina
ry suppleness were the marks of the hors
e's hoofs below the window, and the fact
that the act was witnessed by five reliable
persons. T h e sill of the window was

three feet from the floor, and between four
N ever neglect to perform the commis and five feet from ■ the ground.
sion the friend entrusted to you.
You
T h e latest declaration of his religious
must not forget.
views shows that Henry W ard B eech er is
N e v er associate with bad company.
drifting farther and farther away from the
H ave good com pany or none.
old orthodox moorings. In a recent letter
N ever look over the shoulder o f anoth
to the Rev. J. S. K ennard, of Chicago,
er who is reading or writing.
he says he knows that he is orthodox and
N ever appear to notice a scar, deform i
evangelical as to the facts and subtance of
ty, or defect o f any one present.
the Christian religion, and he knows
equally well that he is not orthodox as to
A M on key as a N urse.
■Some time ago an English lady, who
sage on board a homeward bound vessel,
taking her two months’ old infant with her..
A large, strong, active monkey, which
was on board, took a violent fancy for the
child.

The monkey would sit all day long

watching the mother as she rocked and
fondled her little one, and follow her from
place to place. Several times the animal
tried unsuccessfully to get possession of

C R

O

S B Y

He calls himself

a cordial Christian evolutionist, hut does
not agree with the agnosticism of Spen
cer, Huxley and Tyndall.

He believe#

that the animal part of man was evolved
from beings below him, while in spiritual
value he is the son of God.

Man, he

says, is not sinful by nature, but volun
tarily.

He does not believe in the fall of

Adam or the inheritance of his guilt.
The world is so full o f sadness that I

I am now preoaired to present to the pub
lic the finest line of

—AT—

Millinery & Fancy Goods,

Robinsons Furniture Rooms
W here thay can be Rented on Re»sonahle Terms.

Robinson Keeps a stood assortment of

F-U-R-N -I-T-TJ-R-E
W I N D O W C U R T A IN S ,

H O L L A N D S
-----and-—
O p n q u e

H o lla n d * ,

and rives special attention to mnkinf

Picture

Frames.

tant sail attracted the attention of all on

all sadness that does not come within the

Coffins and Caskets,

I cultivate the gayest

flowers; I seek

cheerfulness

possible way.—

ing quickly, she beheld a sailor in pursuit

L yd ia Maria Child.

in

every

Preserves,

J E I j XjI E S ,

Smoked Halibut, CodfislLetc.
J••/“ Settlements made every 30 days.
Delivery ('art will be out in Phillips, Mon
days and Thursdays; at Strong, Tuesdays
and Fridays; at Salem, Wednesdays; Mad
rid, Stitujdays.
38tf

Daughters, Wives & Mothers,

B Y MAIL.

Keeps a full lias of

■on the sofa and had just raised the glass
to her eye when a cry was heard. Turn

Canned Goods,

D ry & F a n cy Goods

more and mere make it a point to avoid

board, and the captain politely offered his sphere of my duty. I hang prisms in my
glass to the lady. She placed her baby windows to fill the room with rainbows;

A T LOWEST PRICES,
That have ever been offered In this part nfi
the country. Having visited New York as
well as Heston. I fee! confident that I can
sell -roods much o eaper than ever bef. re..
Please call aod see for yourself.
I .shall s e ll Children's Hosiery at 0, 10. 15.
and 20 cts. Ladies hosiery at 10.15,25 and
,0 cts. Children's Gloves, 5. 10. 15 and 20cts.
Ladle’s shade Hats. 10. 20, 25 and 35 cts.
Ladie's Dress Hats and Itounet* very cheap.
Satin .Ribbon, No. 10,10 and IT, cts. Plaid
Ribbon. No. 40. 23 and 35 cts. A !! Silk S;,„h
Ribbon, 7 in. wide. 75 cts. Long Wreaths.
35, 40 and 50 cts. Small Wreaths, 10,15 and
25 cts. Single Flowers. 4. ft arid 7 cts.
T a ls o hay- a fine assortment o f Trimmed
Hats and Bonnets.
afttf
S. C. VAUGHAN. Strong. Me.

H

AVING bought the meat market busi
ness o f S. G. Haley, and fitted up the
new store on the corner for my business, I
can furnish anything in my line, including

We emphatically guarantee Ur. Marclii*l’s C a t h o l i c o n a Female Ri ra< dj^to cure
Female Diseases, such as Ovarian troubles,
Inflammation and Ulceration, Falling and
It afforded comfort to the late President
Displacement or bearing down feeling, Ir
G arfield while suffering from the effects
regularities. Mair-nness, Change of Life,
o f tiie assassin’s huilet, and is emlor.-ed
Lmcorrhcea, b-sides many weaknesses
springing from the above. like Headache,
by D rs. B liss, Boynton, and by many oth
Bloating Spinal weakness, Sleeplessness,
er distinguished physicians.
Nv rvous debility. Palpitation o f tne heart,
It is adopted in the hospitals of the
&e.
For sale by Druggists. Prices $100 and
In view of the very flatter!mr success with
U nited States governm ent. Call and see which our past efforts in this line have boen $1. 0 per bottle. Send to Dr. J. B. Marchisi,
Utica,
N. Y.. for Pamphlet, free. For sale by
its operation and read the testimonials met. we have largely increased our facilities
for the accommodation of those living out
HINKLEY 4 CRAGIN, Druggists.
from eminent physician* ami surgeons of town, through our
and parties that have testified its merits.

One beautiful afternoon a dis

the baby.

Millinery and
New Meat Market,
Fancy Goods!
N. E. VINTNG, Propr.

Invalid Sedsiead,

the philosophy which has hitherto been
applied to these facts.

•was living at Kingston, Jamaica, took pas

In midst of fine mountain scenery and fine Hook trout fishing. Is liest situated to accommodate the traveling public, whether stop
ping in town or passing through, being in the ei nter of business, near the 1)< pot, next door to Post O ffice/ Telephone and T e le 
graph Office in the House. Is and ever has been the home o f nil tlie Lake Stages. T he best and nm.-t extensive L ivery Stable in
town is the property of the sun-ertber and i- kept sp ecially for guests. P rice, T ransient, ■ •>2.00 per day, or supper, lodging and
breakfast $ 1. 50. B y the week, reduced rates
E veryth in g first-class, and we guarantee perfect satisfaction. Come and see us.
Phillips, June 1st. 1883.
'
ISA M’L F A R M E R .

-------- ALSO---------

Sam ple * and Mail Order D epartm ent!
So that anyone sending to us for

SAM PLES
Can make their selection* at home and

OHEHS B Y

M A IL

Thu* securing the same benefits as those
living in the city. Our business on astrictly

O n e P r ic e

S y ste m ,

And all our Good* will be found as repre
sented.

Sample* of any of our Goods
together with circular containing very im
portant Inforrnat'on. r-lative to Mall Or
ders, sent free to any address.

Ladies' <fe Gent's Robes, Eastman Bros, & Bancroft
• 492 and 494 CONGRESS ST.

And is prepared to attend funerals with
Hearse, at shert aotles.

Portland,

-41

Maine.

Positive Cure for Piles.

To the people of tills County we would say
we have been given the Agency of Dr. Marchlsi'a Italian Pile Ointment—emphatically
guaranteed to Cure or money refunded—In
ternal, External, Blind, Bleeding or Itching
Plies. Price 50c. a Box. No Cure, No Pay.
For sale by
iy42
HINKLEY & CRAGTN, Druggist*.

A quossocIHouse.
RANGELEY.
Thi* house has been newly
refitted and furnished In
complete style—flue airy
room*. Thi* is a pleasant
little Hotel, close by the
Lakeside wharf, and over-looking the vil
lage. The proprietor!* an experienced guide
and camp caterer, and will do all in his
power to please the public.
KDWARD GRANT.

mm
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T he other d-iy a baggage wagon
brought a trunk to the Union depot which
was labeled :
“ Dynam ite
within— smash
if you
.dare!”
T he trunk was followed closely by a
you n g man who had about seven minutes
io get his check and catch the train.
W hen he presented his ticket and asked
for a ch eck the baggage-master replied :
“ This trunk can’t go as baggage.”
“ W h y?”
.
“ The contents are dangerous, you ’ll
have to remove it at once or it’ll make
you trouble.”
“ B ut there is no dynamite within.*’
“ There is the w arning.”
“ Y es, but that was a joke on the bag
gage sm ashers.”
“ Youn g man, a railroad never jokes.
G et that trunk out of h e r e !”
“ Come, old fellow, it was only in fu n ,”
entreated the smart A leck. “ I have only
four minutes to catch the train.”
“ I f you don’t remove that dangerous
trunk, I shall have to call an officer,” was
the firm reply.
“ I tcdl you it is not dangerous.”
“ L e t me inspect it.”
T his was grudgingly acceded to, and
nothing more dangerous than four shirts
which sadly needed washing were discov
ered. B y this time the train had depart
ed leaving the jo k e r with eight hours on
his hands, and as the trunk was relocked
he was handed a scraper and this ad
vice :
“ Y oun g man it may be safer for you to
label y ou rself with something like: ‘ P e r
ishable— no delay.' You are evidently
too ripe for this section. Now scrape that
sign right off, or the trunk can’t g o .”
A M ount Desert F og .

PILLS

Cholera!

R ich Joke.

M AKE NEW

CHO LERA M ORBUS
C H O LE R A IN F A N T U M

R I C H

Friday, August lOtli.

In This State

B L O O D

By special request we publish for the in
A nrl-nrill
__ t_____
__________
9 terest of people that are suffering and hop
And w ill completely change the blood in the entire system in three m onths. Any per ing and praying for relief, the statement of
son who w ill take 1 P ill each night from 1 to 12 weeks, may be restored to sound a reliable man.
health, if such a thing be possible. F or curing Female Complaints these Pills have no
equal. Physicians use them in their practice. Sold everywhere, o r sent by m ail for
eight letter-stamps. Send for circular. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.
A good Christian man,well known through
out our state for his good works. A man
whose statements cannot be impeached: ‘ ‘I
CRO UP, A S T H M A , B R O N C H IT IS . have suffered with the Liver and Kidney
JOHNSON’S ANODYNE LINIMENT will instan complaint and was at times very bilious.
taneously relieve these terrible diseases, and will positively
cure nine cases out of ten. Information that will save
many lives sent free by mail. Don't delay a moment.
_______________ — Prevention Is better than cure.
wife has also suffered for years with
J O H N S O N ’S A N O D Y N E L I N I M E N T ^rnal^Us™ 1 OJKES theMysame
trouble and palpitation o f the
Neuralgia, Influenza, Bore Lungs, Bleeding at the Lungs, Chronic Hoarseness, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, heart also that terrible disease that many
Chronic Rheumatism, Chronic Diarrhoea, Chronic Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, kidney Troubles, Diseases of the an unfortunate woman issuffering with, Fe
Spine and Lame Back. Sold everywhere. Send for pamphlet to I. S. J ohnson & Co., B oston , Mass.
male weakness.
An English Veterinary Surgeon andChemist,
now traveling in this country, says that most
of the Horse and Cattle Powders sold here
are worthless trash. He says that Sheridan's
___ __
__
__
We employed several doctors and used
Condition Powders are absolutely pure and
different kinds o f medicines but they did
Immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will make hens lay like Sheridan’* Condition Powders. Dose, 1 teasp'n- not cure us. We was advised to try The
ful to 1 pint food. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 8 letter-stamps. L S. J ohnson <b Co., Boston, Mass. Houshold Blood Purifier and

Over Eighty-five

A S IA T IC C H O LE R A
A LL C H O LE R A D IS E A S E S

YIELD T O THE INFLUENCE OF

M T B U

The G reat R emedy for every kind
of B O W E L DISO RD ER.

Captain Ira B. Foss, of Goldsborough,
Maine, says : " One of my sailors was attack
ed severely with cholera morbus. We ad
ministered Pain Killer, and saved him.”

Thousand

The New Firm.

Save Your Money
AND PLACE IT IN AN

A L L T H E D R U G G ISTS S E L L IT.

Health is W e a lth !

________
TREATMENT'S^
Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treat
ment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neu
ralgia, Headache, Nervous Prostration caus
ed by the use of alcohol or tobacco, Wake
fulness, Mental Depression, Softening of
the Brain resulting in insanity and leading
to misery, decay and death. Premature Old
Age, Impotency, Weakness in either sex, In
voluntary Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused
by over-exertion of the brain, self-abuse or
over-indulgence. Each box contains one
month’s treatment. SI a box, or 0 boxes for
$5.00; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any
case. With each order received for 6 boxes
accompanied with $5 we will send the pur
chaser our written guarantee to refund the
momey if the treatment does not effect a
cure. J. C. West & Co., Proprietors, issue
guarantees through H. II. Hay & Co , Drugcists, only agents, Portland., Me., junction
Middle and Free Streets.
Iy32

Sold in 1882

[MAKE HENS LAY

J. W. Simonds, Brattleboro, Vt., says : " In
cases of cholera morbus and sudden attacks
of summer complaints, I have never found it
to fail.”

0. L.SennisoniGo. Endow m ent P o licy
Are now prepared to show
their customers as large
and desirable a stock

-IN A -

Home Company!
t

h

e

D R Y G O O D S ! UNION M U T U A L
BOOTS&SHOES,
— _______ ____________ __isaEC

llfOROGKERYll)
3p ------------------------------

Life Insurance Co.

Of Portland is now in its THIRTY-FIFTH
YEAR, and at no time has it been more
prosperous or more successful. Its
results last year was A LARGE
LY INCREASED BUSINESS,
Increased Assets, Increas
ed Surplus, Increased
Dividends to policy
holders, and all
secured at a
Decreased Expenditure.

Bottles

on Its
Cough Syrup. After using several bottles
to our surprise It relieved us and with much
pleasure and satisfaction we do highly reccommend it as a valuable

Merits.
medicine. To all men and women that are'
suffering with any o f the above diseases,
we do advise them to try it. 1 cannot praise
it as high as it deserves, to the suffering
people. Respt.,
REV. JOHN SPINNEY, Starks, Me.

Trial Bottles 23 o.
MEDICINES THAT ARE
Highly recommeded by reliable people in
our State, for Consumption, Dyspepsia, Fe
male Diseases, Kidney,Lung and Liver Trou
ble, Lost Manhood, Rheumatism, Coughs,
Catarrh & SerofulaHumors, Biliousness, etc.

THE HOUSEHOLD BLOOD PUIIIFIER
AND COUGH SYRUP ,
And for Rheumatism, Aches and Pains,

THE R E LIE F LINIMENT.
E S T h ese medicines are compounded from
the pure oils of roots and herbs, and sold by
all dealers. J ohn W. P e r k in s & Co., Port
land, Me., B ow d itch , W ebster & Co ., Au
gusta, Me., Wholesale Dealers, and by ly45

M. H. D avenport & C o.

N ow Cash Store.

-ANDI ’m going to close this letter, writes a
A S S E T S
B ar H arbor correspondent, with a disser
tation on fogs. If, 0 gentle reader, you
Over Six Millions of Dollars
— AT—
consult you r B ible as often as you do
PAID TO POLICY HOLDERS.
your looking-glass you will probably re
Over Eighteen Million Dollars.
member this p assage: “ And the earth
A
nd
th
in
k
th
e
K
idn
eys
o
r
L
iv
e
r
a
t
F
a
u
lt.
Our business thus far in 1883 shows
was without form, and void ; and darkness
a large increase over 1882.
H Y P E R T R O P H Y , o r enlargement o f
was upon the face o f the deep.” I think
V e n t r i c l e s , -fir. G ra n t’ Heart RtguIaX-jr l.at goeel record.
Moses must have penned the above sen
B u s in e s s i n M a in e .
P E R IC A R D IT IS , o r In fla m m a tio n o f
heart ca so. Graved H eartD egulatof meets tie demand.
tence while rusticating at Mount D esert
1881.
1082.
------A
N
D
-------W A T E R in th e h e a r t c a s e . (Accompanies
during a foggy spell and waiting for the Dropsy)- Use D r. Graves7 JIt art Regulator,— It acts prom ptly.
$246,000. _ $366,000. Just Opened, a Brand New
S Q F T E W IN C Of t h e H e a r t, (very com m on)
sun to shine. I have heard a story of a
P A L P IT A T IO N uD r. Graves’ Regulator is a sure remedy
fog so thick that a man shingling his barn
Agents Wanted Everywhere.
AWC1WA P E C T O R IS , o r N e u r a lg ia o f
Stock of
th© H e a r t. Graves’ Heart Regulator shows great results•
couldn't tell where the roof left off and
A Startling Tact ! He^rt troubles in the agrgrethe fog began, so that he shingled a hun g&te, are inferior only to consumption in fatality— as can be found in Phillips 0. M. Moore, Agt,, Phillips.
dred feet or so out into the air, and only
I>r. G rflves’ H e a rt R e ffiila io r is a specific. ft________F. E. BELL, A gt., Strong.
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per bottle, six bottlo3 fo r £3. by express. Send
discovered his error when the 6un broke
stamp fo r physicians’ treatise on these diseases.
through. I always believed this j ’arn to
In KervoutJ^o/itrajdon and Slfeptergner*.
Large and varied
—AND—
H r. Graves’ Heart Regulator hat no egual.
be a brazen falsehood till I came to Mount
F. E. I ngalls, Sole Am. Agent, Concord, V . H.
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D e se rt; but I now acknowledge my error
18th, 1883.
constantly on band at low
and cheerfully bear witness to its modest
truthfulness.
T hat circum stance took
est prices.
PASSENGER TRAINS will leave FARM
place right here. The barn is gone and
INGTON for PORTLAND and BOSTON,and
for
LEWISTON, BRUNSWICK and BATH,
S S ^ O u r aim will be to keep the best at 8.30
the man is gone, but I've seen a piece of
A. M.
goods in the market at lowest possible
A MIXED TRAIN leaves FARMINGTON
the fog full of nail boles which his tie- ;
for LEWISTON Lower Station at 3.25 P. M.,
prices. ^ ^ C a l l and see us.«^g$
scendants still preserve as a voucher in
excepting Saturdays. Passengers taking tbig
train can leave Lewiston at 11,20 P. M. (every
case the riancestors’ reputtiaon should
night), connecting at Brunswick with Night
ever be wantonly assailed by doubting SHAW & FOLSOM, Prop’rs.
Pullman Trains for Bangor and Boston.
TO FANCIERS OF
PASSENGER TRAIN from PORTLAND
Thom ases. T hat was an exceptionally
H E A D Q U A R T E R S FO R SPOR TSM E N .
arrives at FARMINGTON at 5.30 P. M.
dense fog, it is true, hut we had another
Freight Train arrives at 1.42 P. M.
blessed exception this morning, so thick
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Your attention is called to the young Stal _________
Portland. June
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you could lean up against it and rest. If
_ 8th.
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ly 4i^
F.ustis Is in the midst of the best fishing lion Phario.who will make the Season of 1883
it doesn’t clear up around here before and hunting in the country, trout and game at the stable of the Subscriber. Pharlo is
long, some enterprising individual can of all kinds being abundant and easily tak five years old, stands nearly 16 hands high,
W arranted to give satisfaction, or no pay.
reap a fortune by boring a hole through en. Three miles from this house is Jim weighs upwards 1100 pounds, Is of perfect
Pond, and five miles away are fpjctacle, form and action, coal black except white
the fog and exhibiting the sun as a peep King and Bartlett and numerous other feet behind and star in forehead. A finer
ponds ; chain of Ponds, 15 miles; Tea Pond, disposition and better roadster can’t be
show— a cent a look.
3 miles; Spencer Stream, Tim Brook and found in the State. In fact he is a horse
MILLWRIGHT
Alder Stream are easily accessible and afford without a fault. As for speed he promises
and M. Engineer,
quite as fast as his honored sire, the Black
A funny story is told o f a Boston lady excellent fishing.
dealer
in alt kinds
The Shaw House is the nearest notel to Monitor, owned by S. H. Hinds and son,
o f machinery for
who Was foolish enough to answer a the celebrated Tim and Seven Ponds, to Salem, Maine. He by Gen. Knox, whose
saw and grist mills.
pedigree is too well known for further dis
which teams will be furnished any time.
General Agent for
“ personal” in a daily paper, which stated
His dam, the famous Amasa
The Shaw House is very favorably located cussion.
the State of Maine
Niles
Mare,
Freeman,
Me.,
by
Old
Flying
for
Sportsmen
who
wish
to
go
into
camp
that a young man was desirous o f making
for
Re-chard’s Tur
and still have their family near. There are Eaton, dam at present unknown. Terms
bine Wheel, the
the acquaintance o f a young woman, with many fine fishing grounds easily accessible to warrant, $10.00—otherwise as may be
KaF^Remember these goods arc all New
cheapest
first-class
a view
She carried
The drives about agreed. Ail casualties at the risk of owners
v ie w iio
o matrimony.
m iu i m i on _>.
------------ ---on a to ladies and children.
wheel on the mar — the Old Stock having been closed out,
of
mares.
Services
due
on
and
after
March
Eustis
are
particularly
fine,
the
roads
being
long correspondence with the advertisee
ket. Sold on its
very level and free from stones. The House 15th, 1884. All mares taken away will
own merits, which with the exception of small lots which
taking, however, the precaution to have is new and newly furnished, with good be considered with foal unless proved
will
stand the test will be sold at Very Low Prices,.
her letters copied by a confidential friend. sized and pleasant rooms, for 25 to 30 guests. otherwise.
SAMUEL FARMER.
every time. For
Phillips, May 10th, 1883.
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She always sent copies and retained the Terms $1.00 to $2.00 per day.
descriptive Cata
Fare from Boston to Eustis and return,
logue, terms, etc., apply to
originals. Her answers came regularly, $13.50.
Lower Village, Byron Store.
For further particulars, address the
5-8
J. E.LADD,Gardiner, Me.
but her correspondent was quite as cau proprietors
L. E. QUIMBY, M.
tious as she was herself, for he always S a m ’lAk. S la n c la a r c a
employed a type writer, and she had no
DR. Z. Y. CARVILL,
C -T J
- T - O -m
means of becoming familiar with his hand
^
Proprietor.
writing.
Finally, after a good deal of
IPlxillip®, M o .
gush, a meeting was agreed upon by the
E5^”Office and residence at the Dr. Kim
pair, and the lady was feomewhat surprised
J. M ORRISON, JR.,
- REPAIRING a SPECIALTY. ball stand.
45tf
* arrived
--- 1 at the tplace
yIq/io appointed,
ommintofl
when she
Beal Block, Phillips.
to see her brother, wearing in his button
4*52
S. A. BLANCHARD. Phillips. Mg.
Ether Adm inistered.
F. E. TIM BERLAKE,
hole the flower which was decided upon
BURNH
AM
’S
as the means of identification.
T h ey
both acknowledged their folly by indulg
PHILLIPS, MAINE,
45tf
ing in a hearty laugh and went home to
P A M P H L E T F R E E BY~
Office hours. 10 A . M. to 6 P. M.
gether, fully resolved to have nothing'
A .t X j a w ,
PHILLIPS, MAINE.
'
_
B U R N H A M B R O S ,Y O R K ,P A .
further to do with these traps to catch the
Office and Residence third doer above the
Or B. D. WHITNEY, Gardiner. Me.
BEAL BLOCK, 37tf PHILLIPS, ME.
Phonograph office.
4—17
unwary, which arc called ' ‘personals.”

S .G .

G la s s

W a re !

The Byron Store,

Si^QNE IN THREE HAS TH

# G R 0 C ER iES T #

P H IL L IP S .

FLOUR

Maine Central R .R .

Dry&Fancy Goods
Men’s, Women’s and
Children’s

SHAW HOUSE, EUSTIS,

BOOTS & SHOES.

35

D. L. DENNISON & €0.

Fancy &. Heavy

The Best Fishing ami Hnnting Groumls in Maine. GOOD

HORSES!

&r-

R ECH ARD ’ S T U R B IN E W A T E R W H E E L

J. E.LADD,

Crockery & Class W are.

Frices of

D.,

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,

Boot&Shoe Maker!

i : JThhm Maced,

S . C . H ALEY,

m h -f i s t

i flTTORHEY'SICOUNSELLORj L. A. D A S C O M B ,

Iy35

A tto rn e y a t L a w ,

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,

Nice Job Work at this Office

8

Friday, August 10th.

S G H D

News of the Week.
Wright, Wooster & Co., wool dealers, 86
Federal street, Boston, failed Tuesday and
made an assignment of all their property to
Lester Goodwin of Newton, one of the firm’s
employes. The firm is one of the prominent
wool houses of Boston and has done a
large business. The liabilities are thought
to aggregate a heavy figure. The concern
lias stood in very good credit and has been
considered worth $100,000 to #150,000, and
the failure is the cause of no little surprise
in the trade.
W . C. & R. M. Silsby, tan
ners, Troy, N. H., have failed in conse
quence of the failure of Hersey, Whittier &
Wyman of Boston.
They will make an
assignment.
E. H. McClure, tanner and
currier, of Peabody, Mass., has also failed.
The liabilities of these firms are not definite
ly known.
The telegraphers’ strike appears to be as
suming a new phase and taking on new life.
A few of the railroad operators struck re
cently, but their places were soon filled.
The Western Union charge that the strikers
have been cutting their wires, although they
have no proof that such is the fact. In this
city the office of the Union Mutual was open
ed for business Tuesday. Mr. Preble had
premptory orders from Manager Hearn to
open the office or he would be succeeded by
Mr. Booker.
Mr. Preble laid the matter
before the Brotherhood and they decided
he should return to work. The number of
strikers who are holding out is growing
smaller. They have succeeded, however, in
making the life of the Western Union mana
gers miserable.— Argus.
Last Thursday five hundred cases of am

mysterious case.
Chas. W . Clement, manufacturer of boots
and shoes, Pearl street, Boston, has made an
assignment for the benefit of his creditors to
General A . P. Martin and F. A. Wyman.
T he liabilities of the house, in which Mr.
Fayette Shaw, of Shaw & Bros, is a special
partner amounts to over #500,000
Mr.
Clemment’s factories are at Dover, N. H.,
Brockton, Randolph, Rockland, Haverhill
and Lynn.
In Camden, S. C., at a festival given by
ladies of the Baptist Church Friday night,
sixty-nine persons were seriously poisoned
by eating ice cream. The symptoms resem
bled those of arsenical poisoning.
Mrs.
Schaver died Monday, and the lives of
tw'elve other persons are despaired of.
Gloomy reports of yellow fever are being
received from Vera Cruz, Mexico. A ll offi
cers and crews of three Norwegian vessels
that are in port there have died. The epi
demic raging there at present is worse than
has visited the place for many years.
The Surgeon General of the Marine Hos
pital service, has been informed that steam
ship Amethyst left four cases of yellow fever
at Havana and sailed from there on the 4th
inst. for Boston, The health authorities at
Boston have been notified.
A terrible riot occured at Los Palmas, be
tw een American and Mexican laborers em
ployed at the terminus of the San Luis
and Tam pico railroad.
Seven men were
killed. Three others were fatally and ten
seriously injured.
W illie Moulton, aged 15, son of Captain
Moulton, Augusta, was drowned in Bowdoinham while in bathing.

Makes the following Extraordinary Offer to enable
Every Family in Phillips and Yininity to
receive the benefits of his.

Summer Stock

O & e J i

I*P i

For the Largest and Most Complete Assortment
---------- 0 f ---------FOR MEN, YOUTHS & BOYS.
The Neatest, Nobbiest and Most Durable Suits ever
offered here for the money, and as we keep much
the Largest Stock in Town, our customers
will have a better opportunity for mak
ing a selection than can be had
elsewhere, while we will guar
antee Lowest Prices. Call
AND EXAM INE.

W o o len s, B oots a n d S h o e s,
k

JE W E L BY

YANKEE

N flT IfiM S

Ever Shown in Phillips and at Prices
LO W ER than the L O W E S T .
ggip-Read the advertisem ents in this paper, then call and see

Who keeps the' Newest Styles, the Nicest in Quality,
and the Largest. Stock in Phillips.
Of All Grades and Prices, and we are showing as Fine
Styles now as can be bought anywhere.
H. W. TRUE, Tailoring,
as usual.

munition and arms were sent on the Pacific
Mail steamship “ Comstock.” The ammu
nition cases had the brand “ U. S. Govern
ment, 45 calibre,” and all the cases were
from Springfield, Mass. It is now asserted
that during the past eighteen months regu
lar shipments on an extensive scale have
been made to C. Schmidt, Shanghai. Dur
ing that period 240,000 Springfield rifles and
25,000,000 cartridges in all have been for
warded, besides from 300 to 800 bales of
cotton duck suitable for tents by express by
each steamer for China. The total value of
the war" material approximates #5,000,000.
Recently a Mrs. McCurdy of West Lubec,
Washington county, left home, saying she
was going after strawberries. Not return
ing search was made by her relatives and
neighbors without success. Search was re
sumed a few' days later, when it was report
ed she was seen near Whiting.
Later a
woman answering her description was seen
at Little Kennebec, Machias. She fled in
to the woods when met and concealed her
self. It is thought she may be still alive,
and her family advertised for her. It is a

B; FRANK HAYDEN

All the New Styles of Spring and Summer Hats in
Wool, Fur, Manilla, Linen, Wood, Rush, and
Mackinaw Straw.
Extra Large
Sizes of Fur Hats in stock.

FISHING TACKLE !
A Good Stock of everything in this line, on which we
propose to Reel in a small Net Profit, by
Hook or Crook. This for a Leader
on the Fly. Heavy Rubber
and Gossamer Coats, Leggings, Hats and Caps.

^ P , e your own ju d ge, but remember I have always claim ed to have the L argest
and Most Com plete Line in Phillips. I still claim the same and can back u p all I say
with my Stock.

DRY G O O D S

B lack Cashm ere, 45, 50, 65 cts. to $ 1. 00 ; Colored Cashm ere, 45, 50, CS.-and 75 cts.
44 inch A ll-W oo l New S ty le D ress F lannel, 75c . ; one Job Lo t Cottoli* and W ool
D ress Goods, 12 1-2 c t s . a n o t h e r job lot at 15c . : anotl er at 50c., and till another
at 25c. B lack S ilk , $ 1. 25, $ 1. 50, $ 1.75 and $ 2. 00— all W arranted in every w a y.—
L ad ies’ and M isses’ Cloaking, 56 inches. $ 1. 25, $ 1.50 ami $ 2. 00. TicU.Bg, 10, 12 12, 15 to 20 c t s . ; W hite PIv, "8c..to 25c . ; Cotton Cloth, 6, 7 to 9c. per y a rd ; Prints,
4, 5 and 7c .; D ress Cam brics, 10c .; Gingham s, 9 to 12 l- 2c . ; G ent's heavy Cotton
Shirting, 9 , 10 and 12 l- 2c . ;. T ab le Linen, T ow els, and every thing usually kept in a
first-class D ry Goods Store. Remember my Motto, L O W E R T H A N ' T H E L O W 
E S T , and that I sell goods only for C A S H .

FA N CY G O O D S

Trunks and Traveling Bags.
Drugs, Medicines, Perfumes,

B H H ’ U f t f ’A r £ L f 0 U ^
M y stock is too large to try to give prices, but
X) Ail Ks X >3 OL - 3 XX s s Xz
I can say I carry the Largest S tock, the Finest
Qualities o f any firm in Ph illip s, and you will alw ays find new and fr?sh goods to se
lect from, and prices lower than at anv other place in Ph illips.

FXLTE F A N C Y SO-A-IPS!

E M K IS H IK S

M

m

M EEK,

12 1-2 c t s .; Satin only 13 l-2c. I keep a full line o f Curtains in ifr*per and Oil C u r
taining by the yard, also a nice line o f Oil Painted Shades.
Curtain F ixtures, 7 to
35c. C all before you buy, as my stock is new and no old goods to show.
Rem em ber I make no charge for Trim m ing. B la c k
Vj]W(j£) - * A x X Anl XX X\ A . Chip Hats, 75c .; W hite Chip, ?3c . ; one job lot o f
oAilXK, Plum es for $ 1. 75 ; regular price, $ 3. 00. Canton Hats, 20 cts., and every
thing in my M illinery stock at prices lower than can be bought elsewhere in Franklin
County. Remember it costs nothing to call, look at goods and get prices.
A W T fv tW T H
v. x \ ala

as

Great Sn,e of I)i* mon<1 © yes; P rice, Z i cts.,.
A At- kJ . the party buyin g the last package gets the Box>

^ - R e m e m b e r my M otto, L O W E R T H A N T H E L O W 2 S T , and that I Selll
Goods Only for Cash. Do not fail to call and look over the Largest Stock in P h il
lips, and when I make that statement I back the same up with my stock.
J ^ - I I o p in g to-see you all during the Sprin g and Sum m er of 1* 83,
I remain, yours, most respectfully,

IB.
H IN K L E Y & CKAGIN, No. 1 Beal Block.

Knowlton Printing House,
FARMINGTON, MAINE.

Knowlton & McLeary, Propr’s.
£3F“A11 kinds of fine Book and Job Print
ing executed with dispatch. In fact, any
thing from a Card to a Mammoth Poster.—
Orders by mall promptly attended to ly34.

A. M. GREENWOOd T
J

E

W

E
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E
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-----And Dealer in-----

WATCHES

&

CLOCKS,

Jewelry, Etc.
No. 3. Beal Block, Phillips.

5 -«

Freedom Notice.

J . W . C A K .L T O X T ,
DEALER IN AND MANUFACTURER OF

U)II m ill 'BiiUlt#! 99
ROBES, BLANKETS, WHIPS, ETC-, A L 
W AYS ON HAND.
FHIXjX
j
IFS, m e .

Everything in Stork at very Bottom Prices.

Davis Rubber Harness,

W eld, Me.,

All persons are hereby notified that I hare
May be found a good assortmant of
released to my son, Elton B. Davenport, the
remainder of his time during hit minority.
I shall hereafter claim none of his earnings
CROCKERY WARE, ETC.,
nor pay any of hit liabilities.
All kinds of Country Produce taken in ex
CHARLES DAVENPORT.
change for goods. Good bargains guaran
Witness, P. A. S a w y e r .
teed for Cash or Ready Pay. Call on him
Phillips, Me., July 13,1M3.
3H5
and see for yourselves.
98*tf

Dry k Fancy Goods, Groceries, Boots i Shoes,

HZA.3TIDBIsr7

Beal Block, Black Front, Phillips, We.
K I T T R E D G E ’S

I have on hand a large assortment of

MEDICAMENTUM! Cashmere

LADIES AND CHILDRENS

FOR MAN AND BLAST.

The Best Internal & External
Remedy in the World.
It is a *afe, *ure and effectual Remedy tm
all disease* of the BLADDER, KIDNEYS
and LIVER; Flesh Wounds, Bums, Bruises,
Scalds, Frost Bites. Chilblains, Galls, Colic,
Coughs, Diphtheria, Sore Throat, Pile*, T
Worms, Scratches, dee-.. Ac.
TESTIMONIALS.

Full Scallop Layer, $18.00.
Same Harness, Full Nickle Trimming, $18.00
W o o l e u & L i n e n L a p K o b e s , F l y Net
tings. Brushes. Mats, Etc.
CARRIAGE TRIMMING A SPECIALTY
F armington, Sept. 21at, 1882.
fc*—Here you can find everything in my
line.
J .W . CARLTON.
1 have used KVttredgo’s Medicamentum
more or less in my practice and think it a
At the upper village.
_______ lyil
valuable remedy, and worthy to be patronlied.
J. L. BLAKK, M. D.

At L. 7. CHANDLER'S,

G 00B S.

penders, G loves, H osiery, W hite and Colored Shirts, W oolen and U nder Shirts, and
a full line o f such goods as Gents are alw ays in want of. Be sure- and call before
you buy and look at goods and get prices.

AS

Toilet Articles,

P R IC E S .

A 50-ct. Corset for 40c . ; a 75-ct. Corset for 50c . ; a $ 1.00 Corset for SOc.; a $ 1.25
Corset for $1.00.' L a ce T ies for 3c. and 5c . ; Lace T ies tor 50c. to $ 1-90 ; Lace Col
lars in 50 (lift'ejent styles, lo c. to $ 1. 00 ; Ribbons from 3o. per yard to $ 1. 25 ; Span
ish Laces, B lack , for 30c., regular price, 50c . ; Spanish L aces, Cream , 30c., former
price, 50c. Common W hite L ace, from 1c. to 20. Cotton G loves, regular price 15
cts., sellin g for JLQc. ; . 30-ct. do. for 20c. Als^ a full line of new shades Sun Shades
from 10c. to $ 3i 00 ; a jo b lot Hose, regu lar price 15c., selling for 10 ?. one lot for 20,
another for 25.1 A full, regu lar Hose, silk clocked, 25c. One of the finest lines ol
D ress and Cloak Buttons in P h illip s, and prices lower than the lowest?.

GENT'S FURNISHINGS & UNDERWEAR. S E A T ’S
Wall Paper and Figured Paper Curtains at
Wholesale Prices.

P R IC E S .

Hose!

which I shall sell below cost, as I do not
wish to keep them over. Also a good line of

Hats. Bonnets, Feathers, Rib
bons, etc., etc.
1
s,,vh low prices that you can
not full to be pleased. Anyone wishing t*
buy such good* will find a visit to my St«r»
a floatable one. Try it and see.

S. C. Vanghan,
fltrou g,

Town Business,

lytM

Dlrfikld, Me .. Feb. 7th, 1810.
I hereby testify that l have used KITTREDGE S MEDICAMENTUM since last i Tha Selectman of Phillips will be lnsessiaa
fall, for many of the difficulties for which at the Law Office of James Morrison, Jr., *•
it is recommended. I consider it a raJuabU Saturday afternoon, of each week, for th*
family medicine.
C■ F,. PH1LOON, M. D.
transaction
town business.
PREPARED BY
JT. B. BEAL.
J. R. K ittrhdgk A Co ., Carthage,
JAMES MORRISON, Jf,
SOLD B Y A LL DRUGGISTS,
29
D. D. GKAFFAM,

